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U. apologizes for racial flier
FREE
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
CHIEF REPORTER

Members of the Latino community are upset over a racial slur in a
flier put out by University Dining
Services.
The flier, which was an advertisement for a free lunch opportunity in Commons Dining Center,
depicted a soda can that read "Spic
Lite."
"Spic" is a derogatory term that
is often used to offend Hispanics
who cannot pronounce certain
words because of their heavy
accent.
I believe that one has to be
extremely naive to not know that
spic is a derogatory term." said
Manny Vadillo, associate
director of the Center for Mul.i.'ultural and Academic Initiatives. "Spic is for Latinos
'ike nigger is for blacks."
Ed O'Donnell, director
of Universi-

ty Dining Services, said the clip art
used on the flier was taken from a
program supplied by Nova Development Company.
Last week the advertisement was
brought to the attention of dining
service officials by Andrew Panagi.
a junior sociology major.
Upon notification the fliers were
removed immediately. Meanwhile,
the Commons' dining court continues to promote the free lunch opportunity with a different design.
'The [free lunch) program was
started as something positive for our
customers," O' Donnell said. "It is
very unfortunate that this happened.
We will try to make every effort to
make sure it doesn't happen again."
Yet LSU members cannot
understand how (his got past
University officials.
"When I saw the flier, my
eyes got big and I wanted to go to
every office on campus," Alexis
DeAnda, LSU treasurer said. "I
don't understand how it could
have been overlooked.
We [Hispanic] are a
recognized group
on campus. This
is derogatory
and hurtful."
Hoping to
spread awareness,
LSU
members have
been
making
copies of the
flier
and
issuing them
out to students, making
them
aware of the
incident.

"I am shocked to see that a University allowed this to get published," said Marcos Popovich,
LSU president. 'This is unacceptable. We also would like a formal
apology."
LSU members met with O'Donnell and expressed their hurt and
concerns.
Currently O'Donnell is writing a
letter to the clip art publishing company to inform them that there is an
inappropriate clip art in their program.
In addition, the student intern
who designed the advertisement is
no longer employed at Dining Services's central office.
"Our first concern was to make
sure no one in our office had altered
the clip art," he said. "Yet it was
indeed part of the national clip arts
program. We try to be politically
correct and accurate. We feel terrible that this has slipped through."
Whenever managers of dining
services have requests for fliers,
they send their requests to graphic
department that is part of DS . The
staff then designs the flier. Both the
manager and a central office staff
member analyze the flier for appropriate written text and graphic.
"The designer of the flier took
the clip art out of a standard clip arts
program, then they sent it to me for
approval." said Dave Maley, general manager of Commons Dining
Center. "We are just embarrassed
that something like this slipped
through. It certainly put us into a
bad light. It wasn't intentional."
O'Donnell said that in the
future, their staff will be not only be
proofing for grammatical errors, but
they will also proof the written text

Lunch at Commons
Each weekday Commons will be
providing a FREE meal to one
lucky lunch guest.
All you have to do is be the person
in line paying (or next to pay)
when the lunch chime sounds.
No tricks, no strings, no money needed.
Just Luck!

—-

mm
on the graphic."
On behalf of the DS. O'Donnell
formally apologized for the incident
and said it was a honest mistake.
"It doesn't represent the department." he said.
Vadillo said that he is confident

that the authorities will deal with
the situation in a "constructive
way." Earlier he received a formal
apology from Bud Beatty, director
of Office of Residence Life.
"I am pleased to see the administrators taking this matter seriously,"
he said.

Speaker says Latino laws favor men
STAFF WRITER

Latino women are not respected, which is
why Elian Gonzalez's mother's wish to have
her son stay in the United States is not being
honored, according to Donna Guy. a guest
speaker from the University of Arizona.
Guy. who spoke at the University yesterday, sais Latino national laws gives all legal
rights to the malse. She said if Gonzalez's dad
had died while taking Elian across the border,
Elian would be allowed to stay in the U.S. if
it was his father's wish.
This has led women to challenge patriotic
rights and ultimately break laws to find free-

dom for their children and themselves.
"Elian's mother joined a long list of mothers taking their children across the border."
Guy said.
Latino women have never had any authority to take their children across the border.
The father's rights have always overpowered
those"of the mother, Guy said.
Mexicans that crossed the border did so as
families', never could a single woman or a
mother with children cross without the father.
Those who attended the lecture thought
Guy presented a background of the oppression of Latino women.
"I thought Guy was very interesting, and
knew the Latino background issues well,"

said Sara LaFontian, senior Spanish international studies major.
According to Guy. Latino cultures value
their children. They do not want to lose
future citizens that may be a value to body
politics.
The Gonzalez issue has sparked a great
deal of recent political debate.
"It should never have become a political
issue," Guy said. "Regardless of what happens it is going to be a tragedy for Elian; the
U.S. has been inconsistent with refugee policy from the beginning," said Guy.
Guy went on to say that she hopes the consequences of the Gonzalez issue will not only
lead to revisions in U.S. immigration laws.

but also to changes in custody laws.
"If we don't understand the past, we can't
determine the future, and won't be able to
plan for the future," Guy said.
"As the world becomes more connected,
we have to learn to deal with more perspectives than our own," said Tania Slack, senior
Spanish and sociology major.
According to Guy, everybody should be
concerned with getting behind the headlines
and seeing the real issues.
"The lecture went deeper than the Elian
Gonzalez issue," said John Price, senior
Spanish major. "It informed me how to relate
to cross culturalism in an attempt to unlock
cultural awareness."

Alcohol-free
playground
offers big fun
Wellness Connection hopes to show
students there is more to do than drink
BETH SHOEMAKER

Paul Jones-Pickett didn't attend last
year's Big Playground, but plans to
go this year.
"People told me that it was a lot
Tonight, put down the beer,
avoid the bars and run to the play- of fun," he said. "I mostly heard
ground. Last one there's a rotten about the bouncy boxing."
Big Playground also accomegg.
. The third annual Big Playground plishes another, more educational
2000 is open 10 p.m. to 1 a.nv. in the purpose.
"Not only is it a fun evening, but
Student Recreation Center. It prowe also get the
vides an alcoholopportunity
to
free
alternative
combat
negative
social activity for "Not only is it a
messages
that
University
stusupport the misfun evening, but
dents.
perception that all
"We do this to
students drink,"
remind students of we also get the
Gavin said. "We
a time they didn't opportunity to
decrease
these
need alcohol to combat negative
messages by eduhave fun." said
cating the stuTracey Gavin, a messages that
dents about alcograduate assistant support the
hol
use
and
at the Wellness
misperception that abuse."
Connection.
The Wellness
Childhood
all students
Connection,
in
activities such as
conjunction with
dodge ball, four drink."
other
offices
and
square.
finger
Tracey Gavin
painting
and
graduate assistant at the Wellness student organizations, sponsors
Twister will be
Connection this relaxed, careavailable. Students
free activity to
will also be able to
help take students
participate
in
back to the days
food-eating contests, a 3-on-3 basketball tournament, bouncy boxing of the elementary school playground — before alcohol and peer
and sumo wrestling.
A DJ will provide music and pressure complicated life. It takes
students back to a time that was
light refreshments will be served.
Senior sports management major healthier and less complex.
M
STAFF WRtTF-R

Photo Provided
During last year's Big Playground students line danced in the Student Recreation Center. University students are admitted free and non-University students must pay a $5 fee and be accompanied by a BGSU student.
According to Gavin, many students begin drinking in high school,
and some even start before that.
"Most of the time, students start
drinking because they want to
experiment," Gavin said. "A lot of
people begin drinking because they
perceive that everyone else is drinking and they want to fit in."
Gavin said that she wants students 'o learn something about alcohol while playing at the Big Playground.
"We try not to be preachy,
because preaching at students doesn't change their minds." she said.
"We want them to pick up some
valuable information, but if they
don't, that's OK. It's still a fun and
unique activity."
All students are welcome,
including students who might normally drink.
"We're not anti-alcohol at all,"
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University
ponders
honor
code
"An honor code
places the
responsibility on the
student to
understand the
importance of
honesty, respect and
commitment."
Ed Whipple
nu' [/resident for student affairs
CRAIGGIFFORD
STAFF WRITER

LECTURE

THERESA BECK
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Gavin said. "Whether you choose to effects of alcohol on the body can
use alcohol or not. we want to help be." Gavin said.
students avoid negative conseBig Playground is not the only
quences that might be a result of not forum that the Wellness Connection
drinking responsibly."
uses to educate students about alcoStudents who are under 21 face hol. They receive a grant from the
more serious legal consequences. state to help provide alcohol educaBut all students can be affected by tion programs.
drunk driving or the inability to
"We do something called 'focus
make sound decisions while using groups,'" Gavin said. "We talk with
alcohol.
students about their perceptions of
"We're going to have all of the alcohol usage, and then we help
fun activities, but we're also going correct their misperceptions."
to have an officer there to illustrate
"A lot of people think that all
Fatal Vision goggles," Gavin said.
students drink, and drink heavily."
Students will get the opportunity she said. "That's just not the case."
to try on the goggles, which provide
The Wellness Connection also
a glimpse into what an intoxicated has an alcohol peer education properson might see. The officer will gram.
then administer a coordination test,
"Students go around to the varijust like the one that might be given ous organizations and dorms on
to someone pulled over for driving campus to talk about alcohol and
drunk.
"It shows students what the
• See PLAYGROUND, page 7.

Cheating on exams can happen at
every college; however, some universities have a code of honor to
hold students accountable.
Blufton College, south of Bowling Green, requires each of their students to write at the top of each of
their tests: "I am unaware of any aid
having been given or received on
this exam."
Bowling Green State University
has never had such a policy, but Ed
Whipple. vice president for student
affairs, said this issue will soon be
addressed in the University Student
Affairs Advisory.
"An honor code places the
responsibility on the student to
understand the importance of honesty, respect and commitment. An
honor code certainly places the
accountability on the student for his
or her actions." Whipple said.
Some University students said a
honor code would be beneficial.
"It would restore a sense of pride
back into the academic system of the
University," said Mike Murtaugh,
sophomore life science education
major.
"I think it would be a good policy
because I don't think it's fair of others having the answers before the
exam, because part of being in college is that you're supposed to apply
the knowledge that you know on
tests," said Betsey Ziegler. a sophomore early childhood education
major.
Other students believe an honor
code is unnecessary and would not
serve a justifiable purpose to the
University.
"We already have the whole academic honesty thing; anything else
beyond that would be seen as a
joke." said Eric Kintner. sophomore
history and philosophy major.
"If it was enforced, it could work,
but I don't think there is a way to
enforce it."
According to Liz Maunce. freshman criminal justice major. "If
someone's going to cheat, they're
going to do it anyway."
Others said the University core
values serve as a type of honor code
for the University.
"Our core values easily support
an honor code, and in fact, are much
more in line with the type of University expectation than our present
academic and non-academic codes
of student conduct." Whipple said.
"We have the core values, which
we stress through various programs,
such as Welcome Week and Orientation." said Wanda Overland, dean of
students.
Whipple said an honor code is
something that the University
should consider.
"It would be advantageous to
study the feasibility of creating an
honor code. An honor code can easily reflect the core values of the University."

■ www.banews.com/W
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e World
li Brief
Sudanese forces carry out
'slave raid'
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) —
Sudanese pro-government militias
have killed 16 people and seized 300
women and children in a "slave
raid" on 11 villages in war-torn
southern Sudan, a humanitarian aid
group said yesterday.
Popular Defense Force militias
forced those captured in the Bahr elGhazal region to go to governmentheld territories farther north, the
Geneva-based humanitarian group
Christian Solidarity International
said.
In a letter addressed to U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan and
faxed to The Associated Press, CSI
president Hans Stuckelberger urged
the United Nations to punish the
Sudanese government.
He accused the predominantly
Islamic. Arab government in Khartoum of using the abduction of civilians from the mostly Christian and
animist south as weapon against
southern Sudanese rebels.
Pope condemns religious
violence

CAIRO, Egypt
(AP)
—
Denouncing violence in the name of
religion as "an offense against God."
Pope John Paul II called for tolerance yesterday as he began a visit to
Egypt, where clashes between Muslims and Christians recently left 23
people dead.
In beginning his pilgrimage to
retrace some of the epic passages
from the Bible. John Paul became
the first Roman Catholic pope to
visit predominantly Islamic Egypt.
The pontiffs three-day Egypt trip
also gave him an opportunity to promote closer dialogue with Muslims
and to try to overcome old rifts with
Orthodox Christians.
The pope raised the issue of tolerance among religious groups,
speaking in general terms, as is his
custom.

[The Nation
n Brief
Tonya Harding arrested on
domestic assault charge
CAMAS. Wash. (AP) — Former
Olympic ice skater Tonya Harding
was arrested after being accused of
throwing a hubcap at her live-in
boyfriend and repeatedly punching
him in the face.
Harding. 29. appeared yesterday
in Camas Municipal Court.
She was booked Tuesday night
for investigation of fourth-degree
domestic violence assault after an
altercation that left Darren Silver's
face bruised and bloodied. Camas
police said.
Islamic

leaders

Philippine volcano eruption sends thousands fleeing
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LEGAZPI. Philippines — A I
1/2-mile-high volcano erupted yesterday, spewing superheated ash into
the air and sending streams of superhot, bright orange lava down its
slopes.
Thousands of nearby villagers,
many jarred from sleep by rumblings before the pre-dawn eruption,
boarded army trucks to leave the
area. Evacuees crammed into school
classrooms and some took refuge
under trees in the schoolyard. No
injuries were reported.
The Mayon volcano's eruption
began with lava gushing out of the
crater, accompanied by loud rumblings that some nearby residents
compared to thunder. Lava with
temperatures that reached well
above 1,000 degrees cascaded 3 1/2
miles down the mountain's near-perfect conical slopes. Ash rained as far
as seven miles away.
Fourteen explosions were recorded by late afternoon, the Philippine
Institute of Volcanology and Seismology said. The fiercest sent ash
flying 4 1/2 miles into the air and
spread it across the sky. darkening
some villages and forcing cars to use
their headlights at midday.
Officials warned that a more violent explosion could occur at any
time.

Promoting controversial aid package, U.S. drug czar visits jungle outpost
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TRES ESQUINAS. Colombia
— Rockets, mortars and machine
gun fire lit up a patch of Colombia's
southern jungles yesterday as White
House drug czar Barry McCaffrey
witnessed the opening of a new
chapter in the war on drugs.
McCaffrey, in Colombia to promote a controversial $1.6 billion
anti-narcotics aid package for the
Andes, squinted into a green
expanse where troops from a new
U.S.-trained anti-drug battalion conducted a live-fire exercise.
As soldiers in foxholes lobbed
shells into the trees, a U.S.-donated
helicopter slammed a rocket at
imaginary
guerrilla
columns
advancing on the remote Amazon
outpost.
Following the exercise. McCaffrey, a retired general and Vietnam
War hero, gave a stirring send-off to
some of the soldiers who will soon
be at the front lines in the battle to
eradicate drugs at their source.
"You are the ones Colombia has
asked to step forward. Good luck,
troops," he said to their enthusiastic
applause.
Training and equipping new
Colombian battalions such as the
950-man unit based at Tres
Esquinas. 250 miles south of Bogota, is the centerpiece of Washington's strategy for stemming an
explosion of cocaine and heroin pro-

PLAINFELD. Ind. (AP) — A
key leader of the major immigrant
Islamic group agreed to address a
gathering of the Nation of Islam this
weekend, a sign mainstream Muslims may eventually embrace the
controversial group led by Louis
Farrakhan.
Sayyed Syeed. secretary general
of the Islamic Society of North
America, said Farrakhan's adoption
of orthodox Muslim beliefs has been
so dramatic in (he past year that he
has agreed to attend and speak to a
large Nation of Islam gathering for
the first time.

duction in this Andean nation. More
than half of the aid package now
before the U.S. Congress would go
toward creating two new battalions

like the one already up and running,
and providing the army and air force
with 63 helicopters,
Critics say the plan could embroil

Caqueta, the two Colombian stales
where roughly 70 percent of the
country's coca, the raw material foi
cocaine, is grown.
Out in the surrounding wildei
ness are an estimated 7.000 members of Colombia's largest rebel
group, the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia, or FARC, and
as many as 3.000 paramilitary fighters, officials said.
Though the two are supposedly
divided by ideology, the base's second-in-command. Col. Luis Ricardo, said their grudge in this region is
primarily over control of the
bustling drug trade.
Once operations begin in full,
Ricardo said, the battalion expects
heavy resistance not just from the
armed groups but from an estimated
17.000 peasant families who could
mount demonstrations to defend
their livelihood.
U.S. and Colombian officials are
already discussing plans for aiding
and resettling as many as 10,000 residents who will would be uprooted
by the eradication operations.
McCaffrey brushed off questions
about whether the stepped-up U.S.
training role could lead eventually to
a large involvement of American
troops in Colombia.
"There are three Americans here.
They are experts in intelligence," he
said. "There are probably more U.S
reporters."

3 executives handed prison terms in Japanese tainted-blood scandal
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

TOKYO — Three former drug
company executives were sent to
prison yesterday in the first convictions in a tainted-blood scandal that
left hundreds in Japan infected with
the AIDS virus.
Rcnzo Matsushita, 79. Tadakazu
Suyama. 72. and Takehiko Kawano.
69 — all former top executives at
Green Cross Corp. — were accused
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of permitting the sale of unheated
blood-clotting agents in the mid1980s, years after they were deemed
unsafe by U.S. and other medical
authorities.
All three pleaded guilty in 1997.
Matsushita was given a two year
prison term. Suyama received 18
months and Kawano was given 16
months, said Osaka District Court
spokesman Mikinori Kobayashi.
The prison terms were too brief
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to be called justice, said Ryuhei
Kawada. one of 1.800 Japanese
hemophiliacs who became infected
with HIV. the virus that causes
AIDS Several hundred hemophiliacs arc believed to have died from
the tainted blood products
"It's unforgivable." Kawada told
reporters. "The penalty must be
heavier for profits gained by killing
people."
The scandal shook Japan's pow-

erful bureaucracy and pharmaceutical industry and raised questions
about whether the government valued corporate profits over people's
lives.
The government has admitted it
knew the risks of unheated blond
products in 1983 but waited until
1985 to approve heated blood products.
The cause of the delay remains

murky. Victims have suggested that
Japanese drug companies wanted to
postpone emergency imports so they
could develop heat treatments themselves.
By 1983. U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention officials had warned Japanese officials
of the dangers of hemophiliacs contracting HIV through blood prod
Kr*

Call For Proposals • Ethnic Cultural Arts Program
Final Deadline: 3/1 /00 (no exceptions)
for events occurring between April 14 and June 30,2000
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:

The mission of the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP) is to build community at Bowling Green State
University through the presentation ol ethnic arts performances or exhibitions. Funding is granted through
a competitive grant request procedure. Note: "Arts" is defined as any project that features performances or
exhibitions that include but are not limited to music, literature, dance, theatre, folk and traditional arts,
design arts, media arts, and visual arts and crafts. "Ethnic" may be generally delined as such
underrepresented United States groups as African Americans, Latino Americans, Native Americans, and
Asian Americans, as well as international groups as defined by language, customs, or social views. "Ethnic
Arts," then, consists ol performances or exhibitions as listed above that directly address the identities and
concerns ol one or more ol these groups.

ELIGIBILITY.

All BGSU and Firelands College organizations, offices, departments, programs, and units are eligible to
request funding through ECAP for multiethnic and/or multicultural arts performances or exhibitions

Ia Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses

v

Applicants may request grant amounts of up to 50% ol their project budget. A maximum of $5,000 applies
to ail requests. ECAP will priortize proposals that show evidence of a broad base of financial support from
other campus organizations as well as outside funding.

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for youl

Apply in person

Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537
Jus'
Tafcs
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Associated Press Photo
DRUG CZAR — White House drug czar Barry McCaffrey greets
members of a U.S. trained counter narcotics army battalion during a visit to the Tres Esquinas base in southern Colombia.

the United States in a brutal,
decades-old civil conflict reminiscent of those fought in Central
America during the 1980s. Leftist
rebels control vast tracts of southern
jungle, financing their insurgency by
taxing peasants who grow drug
crops and protecting drug traffickers.
Human rights groups, meanwhile, charge Washington is allying
itself with a military of dubious credentials. They say the Colombian
armed forces work in concert with
right-wing paramilitary militias who
massacre alleged guerrilla sympathizers and are also deeply involved
in the drug trade.
"Outside of Washington I can't
find anyone that believes the drug
war makes any sense. People just
laugh at it," said Robert White, a
former U.S. ambassador to El Salvador who believes the aid package
is a thin pretext for fighting the guerrillas and will only inflame Colombia's conflict.
The base at Tres Esquinas will be
the command post for a major push
by the new army battalions into the
surrounding jungles where, as one
Colombian officer put it. coca
"grows like weeds." The military's
role will be to secure areas so IS
provided crop-dusters can spray the
drug crops.
The outpost is strategically located on the border of Putumayo and

welcome

overtures by Farrakhan

I

The area is most vulnerable to
lava, falling rocks and deadly pyroclastic flows — superheated clouds
of volcanic ash that travel up to 50
mph and can instantly incinerate
anything in their path.
Raymundo Punongbayan. director of the volcanology institute,
urged residents of villages up to 5
miles away along the mountain's
southeastern side to evacuate. As of
noon Thursday, more than 18,000
people had left 18 villages, said
Cedric Daep, head of the Albay
provincial disaster management
office.
Judel Mirandilla — a 14-year-old
student from the village of Bonga.
which lies in the path of possible
pyroclastic and lava flows — said he
was roused from his sleep shortly
after I a.m. by thunderous explosions and flashes of light from the
mountain.
"We became so scared we decided to leave. Other people were waking up our neighbors to evacuate."
he said.
Authorities canceled all flights to
Associated Press Photo
Legazpi. the airport closest to the
volcano, located about 215 miles ERUPTION — Lava continues to cascade down the slopes of the Mayon volcano when it finally
southeast of Manila in Albay erupted yesterday in Legazpi city, Albay province, 210 miles southeast of Manila.
province.

HOW TO GET
AN APPLICATION:
■

Current applications can be picked up in the Department of Popular Culture (1st floor of building room 102) |
between 8am and 5pm, Monday through Friday, or it can be requested as an e-mail attachment (Microsoft
Word 98 for Macintosh). Interested persons should contact the Director (Dr. Angela Nelson) at 372-0284 or
via e-mail at ecap@bgnet.bgsu.edu, for an application.
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Editor's Note: "Echo" is a piece of short fiction created specifically for printing in a weekly serial form.

Maybe this was my spiritual
moment with god.
A reckoning where I could
reclaim my soul and go m peace.
Ilnstead it felt like death, something I had candidly wished for
time and time again but never
| thought would come so soon.
.'Life isn't all I expected it to be.
Then again I hadn't given it a
I lull chance.
Walking like zombies among
['the living I had chosen to mute out
[-toe pain until I no longer knew
w6at true emotion was.
A guise of humanity. I played up
to the assumptions that I was nothing but a hard nosed bitch because
it wasn't worth explaining that it
was only a shell.
The snow fell down, cleansing
and softening.
Everything becomes beautiful
in the snow.
We hide behind scarves, jackets
and woolen sweaters never showing what we really are.
I wrapped my scarf around my
neck tightly, a relic of my child-

hood kept for the sake of nostalgia.
The newspaper man was making his rounds and made cordial
conversation which brought a faint
smile to my face. I don't remember
when I forgot to smile but it seems
to have been an awful long time
ago since I turn angry at the
thought of anyone speaking to me
now.
My car lay under a soft blanket
that I didn't really want to brush
away. I'd rather crawl inside and
slip into sleep in the comforting
cold.
Coming down off a trip is never
emotionally easy.
My mother used to tell me that
creative people should never take
drugs because they have a higher
chance of going crazy.
Guess I shoulda thought of that
earlier.
I wasn't sure where I was exactly since I'd never driven to Zak's
by myself. The roads were under a
couple inches of drift and it was
piling on thick.
Maybe I should just drive, eventually I'll find a road that goes eastwest.
Inching through estate houses
and cemeteries I finally came upon
some town, square it might have
been chagrin falls but it doesn't

E.S5TH.

Now I've never been a big fan
of the police since they're usually
trying to harass me so you can
guess how thrilled I was when he
pulled me over. Busied! "Are you
okay miss'.' You don't look like you
belong here? Do you know your
way home?'
"Is there a ramp to 90 soon'"
lie nodded and 1 drove away,
numb.
My mother sometimes spoke ol
guardian angels. Most of the time I
looked at her in disgust because I
knew that I didn't deserve one
for some reason, I got one that
day. Sometimes when
you think that your life
isn't worth living anymore a smile brings back
that little light and you
know that it is.
In 1881, Ambrose Biorce,
tte editor of the
Driving onto 1-90 was
{San Francisco-based Wasp,
first installment
of The Devil's Dictionary. I
Bien i-\ like getting off a ski
ramp. There's this store
* definitions are the most wi
'an wit* .
by ihe bunts road exit that
' Pandemonium, n. Literal!
All Ihe
always has a quote on it
and today it was some
i. Demons. Most of them have
to politics
arid finance, and the place is nejiv uwylgs ,i lecture thing about rebirth and
love. I didn't catch the
hall by the Audible Reformer.
whole
thing.
Irony
attacks you when you
•Cerberus, n. The watch-dog of I lades, Whose
least expect it.
duty it was to guard the entrance — agjinst whom
The entire ride took
about 4 hours. That's
or what does not clearly appear; everybody, soon-
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really matter
The road went east-west, so I
took it. that's all that really mattered.
My car was not going to go over
25 that morning, leaving me plenty
of time to think about everything, a
little too in-depth.
I recall telling my father about
the drive later and he looked at me
in amazement, "and you made it?
that's where the old warehouse..."
and he continued on with a story
about how bad the neighborht KHI
was where the cop pulled me over

right, 4 hours from east Cleveland
to west.
I had a lot of time to straighten
myself out. at least for the time
being, but somehow I knew that I
wasn t i^oing to be that stupid for a
long nine - maybe never.
My mom was waiting when I
got home, and this may sound really sappy, but I was really glad she
was Wc have this thing where we
know what the other is thinking.
Some say it's 'CUZ we're Scottish I
think it's just 'cuz we know each
other a little too well.
She made tea. And somehow
dial tea healed wounds that had
been there for what seemed like
eternity. I told her everything and
without passing judgement she listened, placed her cold hands on
mine and smiled at my antics. We
had this silent pact where she didn't judge because she knew I had
already learned from my mistake.
Kinda weird, 1 know, but it always
worked out.
She sent me to bed at around
noon and I crawled into my down
comforter glad to be rid of the
stinking clothes and the weight of
my actions.
fins was probably one of the
most non-sarcastic moments of my
short life. Looking back, I'm surprised I made it out in one piece.
Around 4 o'clock, I woke up to
my little sisters listening to N'Sync.
Ahh..
I'm back to normal. I thought
and smiled even though it hurt my
lace As I checked out the ev;dence
in the mirror the sad truth dawned
on me I was frost bit. I stank and I
was stupid enough to drive home
on 1-90 during a blizzard while I
» as drunk and tripping.
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?2 Actress Potts
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CROSS
word
LOOKING FOR
ANSWERS IN ALL
THE WRONG
PLACES?
GET SOME HELP
FROM THE
ANSWER KEY —

30 Coll course
31
ss.
36
37
38
39
41
42

DOWN
Nautical cratt
Belore it's too
late
Loathsome
Humdinger

Ordinal ending
yB/-bt>-4.ivi grp
One Gabor
7eusorCk>n
Be Dehoiding to
Set sal
Cursor starlet9
Secreted

46
48
49
51
52
53
55

hrosh caps
Cape Cod clam
As far as
Martini garnishes
Mistrump
Homers sea
City on Ihe Aaige

57 Japanese
vegetables
58 Wild party
59
podnda
61 Gintlavonrig
62 Skirt edges
64 Mil mmctre*

Ohio weather
Friday, Feb. 25
AccuWeather* lorecast lor daytime conditions, high/low temperatures

I low long does a shower have to
be to clear that from your head''

Toledo

Sorry kids' It's fiction! An does
mimic life, bin not thai closely. Snll
disagree? Kristalyn welcomes your
dissension slicfkri@bgnei.bgsu.edu

63/50
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64 /49
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er or later, had to go there, and nobogw wanted to
carry off the entrance.
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Cincinnati 70 /56
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•Unofficially officially retracted candidacy as
write-in candidates for USG President and Vice.

Tony Recznik
Sunny PI Cloudy

Cloudy

Showers

T storms

Ran

Flumes

Snow

Ice

Via associated rvass

Dan Nied

•-After many_a healed discussion, the. idea of a
satirical campaign didn't pan out with real people.
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•However, still possessing_the.inner.desire to increase political awareness
through humor..a_hetter_iind bolderidea reared its satirical head.
MOCK THE X0T£Jb/(^<m~LQQk.f4r±tj)r\ Page 3* next week.
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7:30

COM
DISC
ESPN
KB0
HIST

FSO
SCIfl
TIC
TNT
USA
VHI

8:00

1

8:30

Kids Say the
Kids Scy Ihe
Oarndaat
Oerndest
ISabrina. Ihe
Who Wanls lo
Newel
Hollywood
Squama X
Teenage Wile* (In Slereo) X
NewaX
Pro.idence'DotneRghl
Frasler (in
Stereo) X
Th«ig" (In Stereo) X
Gib '«■'■ ;
Jim Lehrer X Washing! on
Wall Street
VIII" (R)
Week
Week
Ne.inojr Will) Jim Lehi.r Jt
McLaughlin
Washington
Wall Street"
Editors
Week
Group
Week
Had About
Home
Seinfeld The Friends ir
World s Wildest Police Videos
Improvement You (In Stereo) Bret [hi BMrK Stereo) X
On Slereo) (PA) I
Simpsons (In Slmpeona (In Friends i:
NHL Hockey V*^» slj'ljers a: Dvl'C'l Hed Yi
Stereo) X
Stereo) 31
Stereo) Ft
(Uve)
News jr.

CBS Evening
News 1
ADC World
News Tonight
NBC Nightly
Newel
Business Rpl.

Wheel of
Fortune X
Entertainment
Tonight IT
Drew Carey (In
Stereo) X
Newshour With

Jeopardy! TT

CABLE STATIONS
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1
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1

9:30

1 10:00 1 10:30 1 11:00 1 11:30

STATIONS

5 45| Movie: ••» The World of Suzie IVonc-' (I960) Wrtiam
HoMJen Tragedy unites an American arlisl and a Cneiese woman.
Daily Show R| Win Ben
Saturday Night Live Jromy
Smss. WorkTParty I
Slam's Money
Your New House Maintenance- Wild Discovery Giam Pandas
- Sho-san His Fan Year" (R)
Iree vsiyl fences (R)
Sportscenler TC
Up Close Special Black History
Ma :■
Happily Ever
American Hollow A look al a family rn tne
Appalachian town ol Saul. Ky (R) (In Stereo) X
After
Dalton Gang (R)
!0th Century George Metesky
and other bombers (R)
FOI Spoils
Leal Word
Cavs Fast
for. Sports
News Rewind
Break
News
Brimstone ftp;.»-.un:e ;lSliders Tne Ailernaleville
Horror" (Ft) (In Stereo) 31
Stereo] X
Home Again
48 Houra Spies Among Us'
Home Again
Parents as sp*s (R)
IR)
(R)
In me Heat of It ■Night
ER "Day lor Knight" (In Stereo)
"Incident at Brewer's Pond JT
Baywatch "Bash al the Beach" JAG To Russia. With Love' (in
Stereo)!
(in stereo) x
Soul Traln-Dnc
Hard Rock Live (R) (In Stereo)
List (R) (In
Stereo)

No.v and Again "Everybody
Who's Anybody" (In Stereo) X
e aM hcn-nie Hughleys (In

Serec r:

Dateline (In Slereo) X

Nash Bridga* Cop Out (In
Stereo) S
2tnojt

Law 4 Order: Spec* Victims
Untt The Third Guy (In Slefeo)
Keiko Matsui: Light Above the Kotio the Drummers ol Japan
Trees (In Stereo)
(In Stereo)
II Make Me a World The masistream acceptance of black ad.
Alncan-Amercan films (R) (In Stereo) (Pad 3 ol 3) I
World s Wildest Police Videos NewtE
Newsradlo
|R) (In Stereo) (PA) I
ptjaMan 1
n« Joe LOUIS SponS A'c.,i
Sports-Detroit
Newi

NewsX
NewsX

Lale Show (in
Slereo) X
Nirjhlline |

TomontShow
(In Slereo) X
Charlie Rosa iln Slereo) I
NewsX

Meylo
Chartlenoae
December^
InSMrai n
Star Trek: Deep space Nine
H s Way" (in Steieo) I
Frasler (in
IFmHr'Tha
Slereo) X
|Ski Lodge" X

a.:
Movie .. "Murpiys"/er"(!g71 AoVenture) Pete
Cinema
[Movie: «-i GooriVa 11956) An atomic bomb
Secrets
|awakens a monster off the coast of Japai IT
Phiikps An Irishman seeks rovont |e alter a U boat It Ml .-'»*
Kids In the
Saturday Night Uve Roseanne Saturday Night Live John
Beat of Saturday right Uve Mel Gibson. John
■aMrJlvarl
Green Day.
Malkovich. Dolly Parton
Hall
Ducovte
On the Inside "An Armed Militia" Discovery
Storm Warning! "Mcoclimates" On the Inside n Armed Milita
News
MMHM
|R|
(R)
Sportscenler X
NHL Hockey Coorado Avalanche al St Louis Bl-.es K*! Center (Uve)
Movie: ••', WiOT>inoi"(l99e) Two highMovie ••'j -OueiIntertxyis"(1999 Dfama)SarahMchelie
Dennis Miller
school Miens conspire agansl a facuffy member Geiia> Teens pass theiime piayffg *oi«J games of sedoction R' (In Slereo) X
History's Lost t Found (R) X Civil War Combat The
Inside Ihe Presidency With
Century: America* Time
Roger Mudd A Historian's
Hornefrom 1941-1945" (R) I
Traoeoy a: Cold Ha'Dor X
women s College Basketball Bowling Green State al Buffalo
FOX Sports News
Toughman
Laat Word (R.
World Champ
llrve)
Farscepe "Nerve (R) (In
Farscape Trie Hoden Memory Less: The Serlea Lyekka
Farscape Nerve (R)(W
Stereo) I
(Rl (In Slereo) X
IHaxttas) on MaHng ItBOfltutl
Slereo) X
Hollywood Cope Street Life'
American Gangster: The
Rogues Gallery "Dutch SchulU" Hollywood Copa Street Lite'
R
Promised Land
(R)
NBA Basketball Phoenti Suns at New York Kn'rfcs Madison Square Garden (In
InsiJetheNBA Movie: •• : 'Oaonei"ii9e7
Steieo Lrvet X
Comedy) Dan Aytrroyd. X
Walker. Texas Ranger' Lucky
Movie: at The Suosrrt/ie"
Movie: e* "ThaiOtflFeefvig"(l997. Comedy) BelleMfcJiei
(In Stereo) X
Passion uneipectediy erupts between a long-divorced couple X
(1996 Drama) Tom Berenger X
When Are They Now? "Dance Behind the Music Anov GOb [Before They
List Best 90s Behind the
IRecord
Song"(R)
Party" (R) (In Stereo)
Snger Andy Gte'i rise to fame |Were Stars
[Breakers
MueJc REM

Display Personals
»
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Happy 21st
Birthdays!
"We love you
guys!"
-Jana and Megan

Send a special message for all the
campus to see. Great for birthdays,
anniversaries, or any surprise!
Size shown: 2 column x 2" = $20
Size not shown: 1 column x 3" = $15
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or call 372-6977 for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00 NEWS
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Campus food too expensive
When entering college, students
don't just have to get used to keeping up with their course load, fitting
in time for friends and extracurricular activities, but managing money
on your meal plan is also a factor.
Not because college students spend
the money frivolously, but because
the food on campus is too expensive.
Every semester students call their
parents for their credit card number
to put more money on their food
cards, or some just wait it out and go
out of pocket.
Now if you don't really follow
where ! am coming from I'll give
you an example. For instance, you
go to Towers and order shrimp
scampi, that's about $11.99 right
there. Or if you get chicken fingers,
the price for the chicken and the
small serving of potato wedges they
give you is about $8.99. But let's say
you go to the Grill and you order the
chicken finger value meal that's no
more than $5.00 and you received
more food. What's the extra four
dollars for? To wait at least a half
hour to get served?
Now before you press send on
your e-mail account, understand that
this isn't badmouthing the waiters
and waitresses; I understand that
there aren't enough people to make
it run smoothly and swiftly, and as a
result there is usually a wait. And
that food service positions are jobs

that most people don't want to have,
like myself. But still the price is
ridiculous. If I am paying four dollars just for the option of having a
strawberry daiquiri, then I would
rather the price to go down instead
of having that option. Or am I paying to see the nice navy aprons with
the pinstripes. Sure it's nice and they
look very special, but if that's the
case they can wear the teal aprons
like everyone else.
The Surf and Turf is worse. For
those who don't know, the Surf and
Turf is an eight ounce steak, shrimp
and bake potato or potato wedges.
And that is $20.00. I can buy groceries with $20.00. And I would get
more than steak, potato, and some
shrimp. I can go to a fancier restaurant than Towers West, get the same
thing and it won't be $20.00. As 1
write this I can't think of any reason

why any entree on this campus
should be $20.00. Unless it is
imported caviar, and as far as I
know, it isn't served here. If I pay
$20.00 dollars for a meal I want
more than five shrimp and a piece of
beef. I better be able to take some of
it home too. Basically, I just want
my money's worth, and $20.00 isn't
it.
The GT isn't much better; I have
a problem with the GT also, so Towers doesn't think I am just picking
on them. The little store in MacDonald is too expensive. For instance the
little frozen sandwiches that are sold
separately are about $4.00 a piece. I
can get a whole super-sized value
meal at the real McDonald's for that
price. What about the Juicy Juice,
the little bottles arc about $4.00 too,
when I can get a gallon of apple
juice for $2.00. BG can you help a
student out?
We already get ripped off enough
between selling books back and
finding out they are no longer being
used. Or what about tuition going up
every year when there are dorms on
campus that have looked the same
for at least ten years. Universities
arc a business and I understand they
need to receive profit, but integrity
should be just as important.
Grocery stores and restaurants
make plenty of money; it wouldn't
hurt for the University to lower their

Reader defends Uptown/Downtown
This is an editorial in regards to
Erin Bailey's article titled. "Local
clubs discourage minority attendance." The article appeared in The
BG News on Friday, Feb. 18, 2000.
When writing a story or an editorial, the most significant and basic
rule of thumb to follow is to incorporate TRUE facts and/or findings
into your article. However, Ms. Erin
Bailey, a columnist for our own BG
News, has failed to meet the most
basic requirement in her last editorial. Her editorial tried to point out
that local clubs in Bowling Green
are narrow-minded and racist. Well,
if you knew the facts... then maybe
your point of view might change.
In regards to one of BG's favorite
clubs. Uptown/Downtown. Ms. Bailey feels the club is racist for a number of reasons. One is that
Uptown/Downtown cancelled their
rap/hip-hop/rhythm and blues night.
Secondly, their regulations on clothing and the dress code being
enforced. Thirdly, the type of music
that is played at the club.
After talking with the owner and
manger of Uptown/Downtown. Jeff
Hobbie (remind you he has been the
owner since 1979 when the club first
opened), he made several responses
to Ms. Bailey's statements. He did
agree that the club did rid of the
rap/hip-hop/rhythm and blues night
because of too many fights and
gangs. He said after continued fights
happening in the club and outside on
Main Street with at one time guns
being involved that the management
had no choice in the matter. However, the biggest opponent to this
rap/hip-hop/rhythm and blues night
was the Bowling Green City Police.
Mr.
Hobbie
stated
that
Uptown/Downtown had received
major pressure and letters from the
city police all along to immediately
remove this special dance night. Not
only were fights happening around
the club site, but also vandalism
reports from local restaurants and
businesses were reaching high, significant levels.

Now, it must have been a huge
coincidence that fighting and vandalism reports were approaching
their highest number as soon as the
rap/hip-hop/rhythm and blues night
was incorporated into the club's
weekly itinerary. The police reported that gangs were coming in from
Michigan, Toledo, Tiffin and Findlay. Against all good and hopeful
intentions of Uptown/Downtown,
they had to cancel their rap/hiphop/rhythm and blues night.
Secondly, in regards to the regulations of the dress code (specifically noted by Ms. Bailey-FUBU), Mr.
Hobbie said at NO time had
Uptown/Downtown ever implemented a dress code. Where Ms.
Bailey came up with that idea is still
yet to be determined by myself and
Mr. Hobbie. Overgeneralizing one
possible club to apply to all clubs is
obviously a big misunderstanding
and a detrimental mistake.
Thirdly, the type of music that is
played at Uptown/Downtown is created to appeal to all popular types of
music. Mr. Hobbie quotes. "We mix
40 percent hip hop, 40 percent
dance/techno, and 20 percent '80s
music into our music playing roster." A line from Ms. Bailey that
reads. "At the clubs in Bowling
Green, music from the '80s is usually played." contradicts what
Uptown/Downtown has to offer. As
an avid club attendee including
Uptown/Downtown. I barely recall
any '80s music being played. As for
Mr. Hobbie. he is also wondering
where Ms. Bailey came up with that
idea. I guess that idea is to be determined as well.
Ms. Bailey continues on as she
quotes. "Due to a lack of business.
Uptown/Downtown has now reinstated the playing of urban music.
It's terrible to know that they had to
lose money before they would play
urban music again, that I am merely
tolerated for my money but not really welcome." As for Uptown/Downtown ever retiring urban music. Mr.
Hobbie said. "They have always

continued to posvss it. We just
don't set aside a special night for it.
We mix it in with other varieties as
well. How do you reinstate urban
music when it has been there all
along'.' Why she brings money into
this. I have no idea." Once again, it
appears Ms. Bailey has spoken her
peace without the correct evidence.
In addition to her statements, she
also
replies,
"Though
Uptown/Downtown, I have heard is
playing hip-hop music again. I don't
think students that enjoy hip-hop
should patronize them. I believe
that they should apologize for saying that they won't permit urban
music and urban clothing." I find it
very extreme for Uptown/Downtown to apologize for something
they did not even say or do!
A shocked Mr. Hobbie stated,
"Nowhere at any time did we ever
say those things, or did we implement those things into our club. I
can't imagine where this student
ever came up with those arguments."
In closing, I would like to make a
final plea and back up Uptown/
Downtown. Uptown/Downtown is a
great club that offers a variety of
music WITHOUT a dress code!
Erin Bailey should be sure of her
facts next time before she goes and
prints false information. Spreading
this type of incorrect info can cause
detrimental effects to a business that
depends on students and locals. If
any of you readers were influenced
by her article last Friday, then I ask
you to please set that aside and take
in the real facts and information —
And then and only then if you have
opinions to express you can do so by
refuting the facts. I truly hope Ms.
Bailey can learn from overgeneralizing and writing such false information to the public, and that it never
occurs agatn. Get the truth.
Anthony Smith
smita@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Corrections
Feb. 24 The BG News incorrectly reported in a headline that there was a decrease in minority retention rates.
The minority has increased this year with more than 87 percent of minority students returning from fall semester.
The story also said there is, a 84.7 retention rate for Hispanic students, but the retention rate is 87.4.

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
traniaibgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor."

Copyright © 2000, The BG News, Bowling
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inflated prices. There arc plenty of
places on campus to eat and I am
sure they get good discounts when
buying items in bulk, like other
stores. I feel taken advantage of
because they know that in most
cases we have no choice but to eat at
one of the facilities on campus. I see
more teachers eating off campus or
bringing back food from McDonald's or Wendy's to their offices then
I see staff members and teachers eating in the cafeterias on campus.
Even they know that it is cheaper
eating somewhere else then eating
on campus.
Eating healthy is also expensive.
For instance, I usually eat a sandwich with lunchmeat, strawberries,
bottled water, and some soup. That
meal is going to be around about
$8.00.
To sum it all up the food is way
too expensive. It would be a little
different if the food was gourmet or
similar to a home cooked meal. But
the food that is served to us isn't
really all that good most of the time.
If I give $8. 00 dollars of my money
to the University, I want to see
where it is going and why one meal
can cost $8.00, or why an entree can
cost $20.00.
Erin Bailey is a BG News columnist.
E-mail
her
at
crinlyn @ bgnet. bgsu. edit.

For all the news,
opinion, entertainment and advertising you need, look
to The BG News!

PEOPLE
street
on the stre
Question: What do you miss most about being a kid?

Kyle Bishop
Sophomore
Art Education
"Emptying a brand
new box of cereal
just for the toy."

David Gawron
Junior
Education

Edie Bly
Freshman
Art Education
"Living on Kyle's
Street"

"Legal public
nudity. "1

Josh Coy
Junior
T-Comm
"Eating for free at
Denny's."

Terence Armentano
Sophomore
VCT
"Capture the flag and
other neighborhood
games."

Bree battles black tie bigots
Before I begin I must tell you
how I feel about career services. I
think that they offer students valuable tools. The Web Walkup. the
documentation and the interviewing
that they organize have really helped
me to prepare for graduation. I've
had great opportunities because of
Career Services.
As with any organization. I suppose they have their bad eggs. And
the really rotten ones. I had the
extreme pleasure of meeting a very
rotten egg a few days ago at the
career fair in Olscamp.
Let me set the scene for you? I
went into this career fair because I
wanted to get documentation on two
companies, one of which I would be
interviewing with a few days later. I
went with two other girls, one of
which was turning another year
older. Now. we didn't wear suits
because of the fact we weren't slaying long. I just wanted the information that was supposedly open to all
students. We didn't go for free food,
and we didn't go because we were
looking for a keg. I was genuinely
concerned about doing some reading
for my interview, and my other
friends were just kind of looking
around.
It is important to know that all
three of us looked nice. By nice I
don't mean our hoochie-mamma
pants and a silver tube top. We
dressed conservatively. I wore
pants similar to suit pants and a
sweater vest and the other girls had
on skirts (knee length mind you)
with knit tops. Nothing loo flashy,
and certainly not inappropriate. I did
start to feel a little uncomfortable
because there were a lot of people in
suits, but it didn't seem like a big
deal. I even asked the ladies at registration if we were dressed accordingly, and they said yes. So after
putting on our name tags we ventured in to what turned out to be a
most interesting event.

I would say we were there about
two minutes when a little man
approached us inquiring about our
presence. "Are you girls here looking for internships?" he asked.
"No, are you handing them out?"
I was wondering if he was a
recruiter. As my eyes wondered
down to his namctag. I realized I
was way off.
"No, I'm with Career Services
and I was just wondering because,
well?" He fumbled for words and
continued to ask us what year we
were. Sophomores?
Not quite. "All three of us are
seniors." I told him with a little bit
of annoyance. He was obviously
getting at something and I knew
what it was.
"Well I was just wondering
because—"
"Because we're not wearing
suits." I said. He continued to elaborate on why this gives Bowling
Green a bad image and blah. blah.
So what if I were unable to afford
a three hundred-dollar suit? Does
that mean I am automatically cut off
from any career fairs?
I wrapped it up by explaining we
took the hint and would leave.
"I'll just wail until Thursday
when I have my suit on." I said and
walked away.

I am appalled at the fact anyone
could do this. There was no dress
code, and my friends and I had as
much of a right to be there as anyone
else. I want to expose this person's
actions not because I don't like
Career Services (because I think
they are wonderful) but because I
think it was completely rude of him.
He tried to explain to me that we
were going to negatively impact the
image of the University. Give me a
break. We're college kids, but we
didn't come in with jeans and sandals on in our big BGSU sweatshirts. And even if we wanted to we
could've.
No one should belittle college
students if they are job hunting. It's
hard enough to go into interviews
and try to make it through the third
degree. You have to believe in yourself so much to get a good response
from employers, and how dare this
person make us feel inadequate. I
spent my whole college career
working on building the campus
image; Dance Marathon, at work in
Facilities Services, in USG. in my
sorority, wherever. The two girls I
attended the career fair with had
done their share of campus contribution. He should've been more interested in helping us find a company
that would appreciate our achievements. That is what an advisor
should help with. Not telling us
we're not good enough to be there.
This should be a lesson to this
man who also voiced his concern
about getting heat for his actions. He
reflected poorly the image of Career
Services, which is overall a great
asset to our University.
So let no one shoot you down,
ever. Even if you're not wearing a
three-piece suit.
Bree Swalt is a well-dressed BG
News columnist. Compliment her on
her fabulous choice of duds at
jbswatt@bgnet. bgsu. edu.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
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'Multimillionaire' marriage cold but reality shows still hot
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Will Is — Rick
Rirk Bnrk.
I.OS ANGELES
Rockwell's whirlwind wedding may be
headed for a quickie annulment, but
networks are still in love with reality-based shows.
Despite the flap following last
week's airing of "Who Wants to
Marry a Multimillionaire," no less
ihan three new series plan to take the
gamble of putting real people in
real-life dramas for fun and profit.
"Making the Hand." ABC's
behind-the-scenes look at a pop
band, debuts March 24. This summer. CBS will air "Survivor." which
will strand contestants on an island
to compete for $1 million, and "Big
Brother." which will stick players in
a house filled with cameras.
"1 think this train has left the stalion. This one thing is not going to
derail it." said Robert Thompson.
director of the Center for the Study
of Popular Television at Syracuse
University. "These shows are huge.
and I think they're going to get
huger still."

Still, other networks said they in 1991 sought by his ex-fiancee, BBBaa-^BBBBBBBaB_^>aB^>^s^s^s^>_^BB^-^-^-^-^-^-^-^-^_
were
taking
heedheed
of Fox's
misadwere
taking
of Fox's
misad-Debbie
Debbie
Goyne.
Rockwell
Goyne,
whowho
saidsaid
Rockwell
„. On
ll„„,
l.,.h n-ll" spe- had
h..A hit
ki. her
k„ and
LA .U.
.......<,..
i .11 her
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venture.
its Feb.
15 "Marry"
threatened
to kill
cial. Rockwell picked nurse Darva
Rockwell told "Dateline NBC"
Conger from among 50 contestants on Tuesday that he never hit Goyne.
and married her on TV.
although he admitted to once letting
Fox at first caught a ratings bou- the air out of her car's tires He said
quet but was left holding a can of he has a temper but "it doesn't manworms following the disclosure that ifest itself too often."
Rockwell was once accused by an
As for his marriage to Conger, it
ex-girlfriend of threatening her.
wasn't consummated during their
'This certainly heightens aware- Caribbean honeymoon. Rockwell
ness of the need to be careful." said said. The pair, who slept in separate
CBS spokesman Chris Endcr. rooms for all but one night, had
"We're confident that our casting signed an agreement that they could
and screening process will ensure seek an annulment — no questions
that everyone involved is appropri- asked.
ate and ready for the experience "
He said he thought that would
It was ABC's hit quiz show "Who happen.
Wants to Be a Millionaire" that
"She went back with her mom."
proved the potential of reality series, he said of Conger, a 34-year-old
while Fox's "Marry" showed the pit- Gulf War veteran and fellow Califalls. Fox canceled a rerun of the fornian.
program as well as plans for a sequel
To those who thought the show
Associated Press Photo
after Rockwell's past was exposed
mocked the institution of marriage.
MILLION DOLLAR SMILES — Rick Rockwell, left, and his wife,
by the online news service The Rockwell said he "really had a
Smoking Gun.
Darva Conger, right, pose with Larry Miller and his wife, Carol,
romantic ideal" in his mind. Friends
A California judge issued a have suggested that Rockwell, who in this undated image from television during Rockwell's honrestraining order against Rockwell has performed as a comedian, may eymoon cruise.

On the Strip, divine, Carnal Collide
THE

ASSOCIATED Putss

"It's a city of entertainment."
For this month's twoweek run at the MGM Grand
hotel-casino, the monks perform kung fu in unison, walk
on knives, break granite with
their hands and snap iron
bars over their heads.
The Shaolin monks follow a strict and chaste routine of meditation, prayer
and martial arts training.
There are no televisions and
no drinking and gambling.
So why come to the city
of excess, where alcohol,
gambling and strippers are
everywhere?
Wang said the visit will
not only to help their
monastery financially, but

LAS VEGAS — Only so
much meditation and prayer
•can help a 1,500-ye.n old
' monastery in dire need of a face
lift. The .Shaolin have come up
' with a more worldly solution.
■
They packed up 20 Buddhist
[ monks skilled in martial arts
, from their secluded monastery
I in the mountains of central
China and headed for Sin City.
The monks didn't count on
winning any jackpots — the
Associated Press Photo
monks, after all. don't gamble
— but they did bet that a show MONKEYING AROUND —A Shaloin Monk
featuring sword fights and from China performs a Kung Fu technique
walking on knives would sell in during a Masters of Shaolin performance in
• I.as Vegas.
Las Vegas.
.- After all, everything else
gambling." said Jian Wang, the
-does.
also serve as a cultural exchange.
." "Las Vegas is not just a city 0f monks' manager and interpreter.

Ford

COLOR FILM DEVELOPING ,'

COLOR FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

$¥€UAL

"BIG SHOT"
4X6 PRINTS

DOUBLE PRINTS

Tut: ASSOCIATED PRESS COLUMN

$6.99*

PROMO PRICE
25e per pnnt
+ dev. charge
2nd set price add
15c per print

24 Exp Roll (48 prints)

!2ExpRoll - (24 prints) - $3.99* ?
36 Exp Roll - (72 prints) - $9.99' ,|

$6.99*
24 Exp Roll
12 Exp Roll-$3.99*
36 Exp Roll - $9.99»

'Actual price will vary with final print couiii]
Not valid with any other offer. Limit one role
per coupon & must accompany order

*/\cliuil price will vary with final print count |
Not valid with any other offer. Limit one roll
per coupon & must accompany order.
CODE 732
Expires 3/15/00.

Expires 3/15/00.

lot of heads during m> test drue-.
helped no doubt by its bright color.
which Ford calls Performance Red.
The growl from the 4.6-liter, single
overhead cam was awesome.
Ford boosted the V8's horsepower by 35. to 260 at 5.250 revolutions
per minute when it redesigned the
Mustang. Torque is 302 foot-pounds
at 4.000 rpm. up 10 from the previous version.
The Mustang GT still lacks the
305 horsepower and 335 footpounds of torque of the 2000
Chevrolet Camaro Z28 and Pontiac
Firebird. But it's no slouch
My head snapped back as I hit the
accelerator. It was easy, and somehow showy, to power past other drivers on city streets and on the highway. Sometimes, depending on how
hard I was accelerating, the othei
drivers even heard me and my V8
coming.

There wasn't a lag as I bounded
up mountain roads, using the gears
of the five-speed manual transmission to keep the engine power coming on strongly throughout.
On rain-soaked pavement, the
Mustang's rear end started to drift
out when I punched the accelerator.
The car had the optional, big. 17inch tires. Luckily, the optional traction control helped get things back
in line.
Best of all. the performance is
pure enjoyment. You don't gel the
sense of a car mundanely going
about its business It's a car that's
fun to be in and fun to be seen in.
and the word "spirited" — often
used by auto execs to describe their
sport) cars — only scratches the
surface here.

Looking for a Summer Job?

Come to the Off-Campus Student Center
and get ready for summer!

FROM YOUR FULL FRAME 35mm C-41
PROCESS COLOR FILM ONLY

3 1/2x5 GLOSSY PRINTS FROM
YOUR FULL FRAME35mm
C-41 PROCESS COLOR FILM ONLY
PROMO PRICE
25c per pair
+ dev. charge

Mustang races toward astounding sales

Nostalgia sells, and the Ford
Mustang proves it
Redesigned last year with retro
styling touches and increased power,
the venerable Mustang's 1999 sales
rose to 166.915 — up 15.3 percent
from the year earlier and the best
since 1988.
In fact, the demand surprised
some Ford Motor Co. officials and
prompted overtime at the Mustang
plant in Dearborn. Mich.
The 2000 Mustang, with a starting manufacturer's suggested retail
price plus destination charge of
SI7.I65 for a coupe and $22,015 for
a V6-powcred convertible, is basically a carry-over model that continues to appeal with its 1960s-era
styling and fun-lo-drive character.
The test 2000 Mustang GT con
vertiblc. with a V8 engine, turned a

Spring Back From Spring Break

have been seeking publicity.
p..«
,i.. shnm't
nr.«ii
FOX
•■.nd...„i
the
I m s.ml
tin. show's
Ml"* s producers,
pnxli
Next Entertainment, had agreed to
conduct a full background investigation on RiH.kv.cll and his potential
brides Fox said it is looking into
how extensive those checks were.
Next Entertainment said in a
statement thai "a good-faith background check performed prior to the
show by a reputable, independent
investigator did not reveal any information that Mr. Rockwell was anything other than a decent, successful
man."
The marriage's fate aside, a Fox
spokesman said Conger received
prizes worth a total of $100,000: the
honeymoon, the $35,000 engagement ring and an Isuzu Trooper.
The decision to pull a rerun of the
show may reflect Fox's concerns
about legal exposure if anything
went awry between Rockwell and
Conger. Syracuse's Thompson said.

Free Refreshments

► Resume writing using Web Walkup
Monday, February 28, 12:30-1:30pm
► How to work BGSU's Summer Job & Internship Fair
Monday, March 13, \2:30A:30pm

SINGLESCODE 740

iWWWWWWWWWVWWVosVWWWWW

SBLGE RIBBON PHOTO 5

Sponsored by Career Services and the Off-Campus Student Center
Division of Student Affairs

1 HR PROCESSING & SO MUCH MORE
157 N. MAIN ST., BOWLING GREEN 353-1244
OPEN: M-F 9-8 SAT 9-5 CLOSED SUN
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000

JOIN THE NEWLOVE
FAMILY!

224 E.WOOSTER

352-0717

Columbia Court Apartments

One bedroom upper duplex. $420.00
per month plus utilities for a 12
month lease.

m

Earn BIG. Get our new $6.25/hr base rate tor most positions.
BIG Bonus. An extra $1 for every hour you work.
Work BIG. From bartenders to ride hosts, lifeguards to office
workers. Internships for college available, too!
*■*•*•*■
Play BIG. Unlimited access to the park, including
• • •
Millennium Force, world's tallest, fastest roller coaster mm'm'm*
Free tickets to give away. After hours parties. And new
friendships - with over 3,700 other BIG earners.
BIG extras. Housing and internships^are available
for qualified applicants.

117 1/2 Lehman
Three bedroom upper duplex.
Located near downtown. $550.00 per
month plus utilities for a 12 month
lease

• 3 bedroom/2 baths
• Furnished

• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

NEWL9VE
Rentals
332 S Main St
(our only office)
www. newloverealty.com
352-5620

Biw

m

18% pay increase for most positions

(903,907,915,921,
929, 935 Thurstin

205 W. Washington

53

BIGGER paycheck!
BIGGER bonuses!
BIGGER potential!

t5l

GIEINUIAH. INC.

...Get Them While They Last!

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Interview with us!
BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY
Tuesday, March 14
JOB FAIR
For more information, call 1-800-668-JOBS.
Applications available online.

IS

nrKS*
cedarpomt.co"

No appointment necessary. E0£. Bonuses are paid to employees after mey tumtl trteir
Employment Agreements, interviews are limited to enrolled college students only
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Council hears health Spacious municipal court building sworn in
department updates
KIMBERLY DUPPS
STAFF WRITEK

Tuesday night, as part of his
promise to give local government
updates of what is going on within
the Wood County Health Department, Director Larry Sorrells introduced to City Council two new programs being implemented in, the
area.
Health Alert Network was implemented on Jan. I in northwest Ohio.
The program is funded by the Center
for Disease Control and^is enacted
through the Ohio State Health
Department.
The program is designed to
assess the capacity of emergency
response systems and to educate
how to behave in cases of bio-terrorism.
However, according to Sorrells,
the program is primarily to educate
and train Members of the Wood
County Health Department are
trained on how to interact with
social servants, such as police, when
encountering bio-terrorism
The Wood County Health
Department acts as the regional
coordinator for northwest Ohio for
the program, with tasks such as
looking over 28 area health departments. The regional coordinator IN
also responsible for maintaining
communication between area hospitals.
"We are looking for the best way
to communicate. How do we contact
each other in cases of emergency
and so forth." Sorrels said.
The Welcome Home program is
designed for nurses to communicate
with first-time and teen mothers.
The program began in March
1999. under the Voinovich adminis
tration. with a grant from the State
of Ohio.
In its first nine months, the grant
allowed the Wood County Health
Department to visit 216 moms,
according to Janet DcLong. director
of nursing for the Wood County
Health Department.

The Welcome Home program is
voluntary on the part of the mothers.
If a mothci allows a nurse to visit
her and the baby, the nurse will
check for several things.
"We make one visit after the baby
is born." DcLong said. "We assess
the baby and answer questions. We
make sure that the mothers are
linked into social services here in
Wood County."
Such social services include medical and psychological care. DeLong
said (hat the nurses inform mother %
of the services because of a survey
conducted 18 months ago.
"In the needs assessment of the
community a year and a half ago. we
found people were not aware of the
services available to them." DeLong
said. "Either they didn't know aboul
them or. because of ntovinj from
county to county, residents were
unaware of what Wood County had
to offd new mothers."
Nurses also make sure that the
nc« mothers are comfortable with
their relationship with the baby and
the care that they are providing the
infant
The nurses undergo training to
make sure that they are qualified to
provide such care for new mothers.
"The state has two requirements
for nurses to enable them to go into
the home," DeLong said.
The two requirements are a Keys
to Caregiving seminar and an inhome visitation program, both sponsored l\v the Itate health department.
Nurses also have extensive
obstetric experience to help provide
belter care for the new mothers.
DeLong feels thai the nurses are
providing good care for new mothers.
"The satisfaction surveys for the
first nine months have returned with
very favorable comments." DeLong
said.
Sorrells agreed with DeLong and
felt that the program has been very

successful since its inception. This
was Sorrell's second visit to City
Council since he became director.
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church pews the city purchased from
a Fremont church. The judge dis
covered the 20-foot, solid oak seats
in a newspaper personal ad. und'
couldn't pass up the $75 apiece pricetag.
"They add a little bit of history t,i
an otherwise new building." he said
The 30.000 square fool facility
dwarfs the Poe Road building, both
in terms of size and amenities.
The two-story structure is neanU
five times larger, has two court
rooms compared to one. and offers
space for jury deliberations, attilr
ney/clienl conferences and prisonei
detention, none of which the old
building supplied.
Keeping up with today's fast
moving society, a drive through win
dow is available for dropping oft
court documents and paying parking
fines.
A U.S. Supreme Court grant, procured for Bowling Green in part b\
Justice Moyer, allowed the install^
tion of a metal detector and package
scanner, which were noticeably
absent at the former facility.
The $5 million project was
designed by local architectural firlm
Poggemeyer Design Group, and
construction was managed by
Rudolph/I.ibbe. Inc.
The court's jurisdiction covers
BG and two-thirds of Wood County.
Judge Reddin concluded the cer
cmony by reminding the audience of
the project's efficiency.
"The court was built on time, and
under budget by a half-million <icjl
lars "
,

ORDER IN THE NEW COURT-Participants in the ribbon-cutting ceremony were, left to right, Judge
Mark Reddin, Wesley Hoffman, Mayor John Quinn and Justice Thomas Moyer. The new Bowling
Green municipal court holds jurisdiction over 18 of 25 Wood County municipalities.
"This facility will not he remem- designed to grow with the future,"
BOB RECKER
bered for its Ijudicial] appointments, he said
CITY EDITOR
but by its people and how they acted
Caseloads arc up from 6.396 in
I967 to 14.867 in I999. The new
City officials, accompanied by to dispense justice ... in the piece of
facility has two court rooms, with
the magic minor of justice entrusted
Ohio Chief Justice Thomas J.
to them."
the ability to expand a large conferMoyer. gathered at 7II S DunBG's
first
municipal
court
was
ence room into a third one if necesbridge Road yesterday afternoon to
s.ll\
christen Bowling Green's thiid established in I967 on N. Maple
Judge Reddin praised the interior
Street,
before
being
relocated
to
the
municipal court building in the lust
city garage on E. Poe Road in 1980. design of Court Room I. explaining
33 years.
ii moved to its current location last that the public benches are actually
"This is more than just a court
I (ecember.
building, it's special.'' opened JusFormer mayor Wesley Hoffman,
tice Mover "This is a strong symbol
that lells us where we have been, the having served in ItKal government
r
values we have endured, and the tor more than a quarter-century. w as
principles that cannot be compro- able to give some first-hand highlights of the city's municipal court
mised."
He explained that 85 percent of history.
He recalled a bombing attempt at
the three million cases filed in Ohio
the Maple Street location during the
each year are registered in municipal
Vietnam War. More recently, he
conns.
remembers the chronic problem
"This is where the majorit) of. it
faced at (he Poe Road facility: lack
Izens base their opinions about the
ol space. When shelf room expired,
court system." he said. "It is a gathering point for all. to record life's court records were stacked in the
hallways.
milestones: birth, life and death."
"People were falling all over
BG Mayor John Quinn noted that
when the founding fathers created themselves." Hoffman said.
By I997. when -police and fire
the three branches of federal government-legislative, executive and station bonds were finally paid off.
funds were secured for the newjudicial-they envisioned the lattct as
"having the weakest power, the least courthouse.
Judge Mark Reddin. who currentdangerous branch."
ly presides over the court, recounts
"Obviously, ilns has proven not
his first day in office, in January
to be true." he quipped.
1996. when he was told of the plans NEW HOME-An audience of about 50 gathered around the secQuoting from several judicial
for the new facility.
ond floor landing to celebrate the grand opening.
experts of the past, he said thai Ins
"From the start, this building was
lory is reflected in the court.
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LEASING FOR FALL 2000:

Get Your Feet Wet With
The Sisters of Ar!
I What: Our annual Philanthropic Anchor
Splash to benefit the blind and
visually impaired.
When: Sunday, February 27, 1 pm- 3pm
Where: Cooper Pool at the Rec Center
| Who: Hosted by the sisters of Delta
Gamma including a mixture of
BG's finest sororities and
fraternities.
Questions? Contact Karen Kelley at
372-5906 or Jen Gilmore at
372-5408.
Come and make a splash with us!
IV. IV. IV. IV. IV
IV.IV .IV.Jj7 IV.IV.IV

• E. Merry Avenue Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Frazee avenue Apartments

GREENBRIAK, INC.

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

All Units Include: 2 bedrooms, 2 baths,
dishwasher, garbage dispoal 3&4 person rate
$675/month + electricity (4 person rate)
$625/month + electricity (3 person rate)
For A Limited Time $300 Deposit!

KXVXSSMSXSSXXSXV^SXSX^^

$100 OFF
-MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS323 and 331 Mercer Rd. (Limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.

VELCRO WALL

W

*™ VOLLEYBALL

^

m
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C1EENBRIAR. INC.

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm • Saturday 9am-1 pm
224 E. Wooster , Bowling Green

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/-gbrr ntal

Pll

BOUNCY BOXINS

Bring in your alcohol-related items to enter the raffle!

suwo WRESTLING

First Month's Total Rent *Limited Time
HURRY... Expires 313100

3lVxMS

February 25, 10 pm to 1 am
BGSU Rec Center

1 TICKET
5 COASTERS, 5 ADS, MAGNET, BUTTON, STADIUM CUP
2 TICKETS
SHOT GLASS. FUNNEL, BOTTLE CAP OPENER, KEY CHAIN
3 TICKETS
^
PITCHER, T-SHIRT
bj
4 TICKETS
SWEATSHIRT, INFLATABLES
5 TICKETS
NEON SIGN

Brought to you by:
Weltnm Connection. Student Health Service,. ODADAS, BGSU High Rick Drinking Prtvtntion Program. Office ofVut Prtsuirnl for Student Affair,. Rrcrrational Sport,. Office of Student
Aitiviiiei, Uniixmty Committee on Alchol hiuei; University Sdftey Committee, Dry Do\k; Student Alumni aiionation. Center for Multicultual and Academic Initiative,; Health Science* Reiidemial
Community. UAO Rn I iff Special programs Women't Action Coalition; Honon Student Anociation. University Ambaiutdon, Public Relation! Student Society of America; U.S. department of
Edm .nion. BG Health Club. Utien Student Union. BACCHUS; Omega Phi Alpha; BGSU Dance Marathon. & PiianeUox Pizza.
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PLAYGROUND

No. 1 Smallest Fan

Continued from page 1.
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alcohol awareness." said Roberta Thompson, a student
intern at the Wellness Connection.
As a result of this training and increased alcohol
awareness, Gavin said that they have seen a decrease in
binge drinking among University students
"I think the message of Big Playground would be
even more effective if they did it more than once a year."
Jones-Pickett, 23. said. "People drink more than once a
year. Students aren't going to go to this once and realize that 'oh yeah, there arc other things to do besides
drink, so I'll quit drinking.'"
Gavin said that she doesn't expect to change stu
dents' minds overnight.

Flashing
Our Briefs

\
•

Deadline ends for African
diaspora themes
The submission deadline for
research papers on African and
African diaspora themes to be considered for presentation at the annual Alli,.in.i Studies Research Colloquium is today by 5 p.m. Papers
should be turned into 1000 Fine Arts
Center.

BG News Briefs
1$,

Dr. Thayer-Bacon
cusses new book

dis-

A discussion with with Dr. Barbara Thayer-Bacon about her newbook "Transforming Critical Thinking: Thinking Constructively" will
be held today at 3 p.m. in 107 Hanna
Hall.

1

'The Marriage of Figaro'
hits BG's Opera Theater
The Bowling Green Opera The-

m?

V

Starrest highlights clocks
and calendars
The planterium is holding Starfest 2000 Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in the
University Planterium. The program
will tell a tale of clocks and calendars.

Travel Agency

MICHAEL 1

KDHLE/ The BG News

Of students and spectators t<
in their opponents — except fa
over the glass by his mother L
shave the ice. The Zamboni ar
p.m.

ch the BGSU icers
. Michael White, 2,
t to watch the playckey team will take
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TANNING
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ater presents The Marriage of Figaro
today and tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
Kobacker Hall. Tickets are $8. $10
and $12. Student tickets will be $5 at
the door one hour before curtain the
evening of the performance. To
order, call 372-8171.

Congratulations To All
The Winners of

■

The ic« arena draws hundr
check, flash, slap, and scor
of Perrysburg, is held up to
ers, but to watch the Zambc

"It's not our expectation to convince people not to
drink." Gavin said. "We just want to provide students
with options."
Thompson agreed.
"We're not trying to tell students not to drink, but to
drink responsibly." she said.
The popularity of this activity has doubled each of the
past two years.
Thompson said that about 350 people attended the
first year, and more than 650 attended last year.
"It's a very successful event." Thompson said.
"We're expecting between 800 and 1,500 students this
year "
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FALCON STAGE
FAN'FEST Virtual^
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WHO DO Y00 WANT
TO WIN
THE OSCARSP

And a very special
thank
vou to this
manKyauiuims
year's sponsors!

READ
READ AND
AND WIN
WIN!
READ AND WIN!
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ELIGIBLE UP TO

$23,000.00

Vote at

FOR YOUR COLLEGE CAREER
ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

TO SIGN UP,
CALL CAREER SERVICES 372-2356

,. :

Also new on the site:
TV Quest
¥0nline TV Listings
MovieQuest
¥Local Movie Listing
Comics Edge
¥Daily Comic Strips
.

i-0.
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UPS Delivers
Education
Web:

www.ups.com
•
•
•
•

FREE Tuition Assistance
+ Great Pay Rate
Earn & Learn with UPS!

Immediate openings
$8.50 - $9.50 / hour
3-1/2 -5 hour shifts
Weekends & Holidays off
UPS promotes from within
FREE Benefits (medical/life, 401 K & paid vacations)

CALL TODAY! 1 -419-891 -6820
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Men's Basketball

Falcons kill Zips with last second effort
PETE STELLA
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With 11.2 seconds left and ihe
Akron Zips up 72-71, BG coach Dan
Dakich called a limeoul lo compose
his sqi'ad.
The ensuing play saw guard
Brandon Pardon receiving the
inbounds pass and attempting to
drive to the left side of the hole. He
was met by the Zips all-time leading
shot blocker. forward George
Phillips, who swatted the 6-1
guard's shot out of bounds.

The Falcons again called timeout

and after the break. Pardon was
again given the ball and directly
passed it to forward Anthony Stacey.
The rest is history.
Stacey. who moved into first
place all-time on the Falcon scoring
list last week with his famous turn
abound jumper, backed into two
Zips, spun around and drilled the
shot to give the Brown and Orange
the 74-73 victory.
"It's what every player lives for,"
Stacey said. "If your a good player,
you expect to make shots like that."
"We knew who the ball was
going to and we couldn't foul on the

catch, Akron coach Dan Hipsher
said. "He made one hell of a defended shot. George (Phillips) was right
there."
The win boosted the Falcons to
21-6 overall and 13-4 in Ihe MidAmerican Conference and moved
them closer to the first place Kent
Golden Flashes. The loss dropped
Akron to 17-10 and 11-7 in the
MAC.
"I thought this was one hell of a
college basketball game." Dakich
said. "This was as competitive as
any game I have been involved
with."

Guard Keith McLeod led all scorers with 26 points on 8 of 10 from the
field and 3 of 4 from behind the arc.
Mcl-eod hit for 16 points in the first
half alone.
Stacey chipped in with 20. 12 in
the second half, and Pardon added
12 points to his seven assists.
Dakich felt that McLeod was crucial in the first half and Pardon was
the key to the second half.
"I thought McLeod was terrific."
Dakich said. "He'd been struggling,
that's why he came off the bench.
Once he got going, he got going.
Not only offensively but defensively

as well "
Akron guard Jami Bosley. who
was held to six points in the first
half, led the Zips with 16. His partner in crime. Jimmal Ball, added 15.
Phillips netted 13 and forward Ryan
Andrick hil for 12.
Hipsher agreed McLeod was
important in the Falcon win.
"The key to the game was the guy
we have a lot of difficulty guarding.
McLeod," Hipsher said. "He's great
off the dribble."
Two McLeod free throws gave
ihe Falcons an 11-10 lead at the
13:16 mark. He went on to hit his

before the double team arrived. He let go that

STAFF WRITFR

Anthony Stacey did it a year ago with a last
second shot taking Miami to overtime in the
Mid-American Conference tournament with a
lay-up. This time, his clutch shot was the same
move which made him Bowling Green's career
scoring leader. Thursday, it came with one second on the clock to beat Ihe Akron Zips at the

fading, falling shot which his coach had
ordered.
Every person in the JAR held their breaths
as the ball fell through the basket.

NICK HURM

"It was just total confidence." Stacey said.
"You just tell yourself 'I'm going to make the
shot." And you've got to make that shot."

One senior night down, one morelogo.

game. With 2:36 remaining.
BG took its first lead since the

replay."

The sophomore guard caught

The scoreboard read 72-71. The Zips had
grabbed the lead on a Jimmal Ball running
jumper, which banked off the glass sending the
Anthony
JAR crowd into a frenzy.

the Akron defense loafing. He

falling jumpshot."

The Bowling Green men's basketball team is one of the few teams
in the country that ends its regular
season play with two away games
that also happen to be the opposing
team's senior night.

that intensity rise a few notches late in the

"We've seen it many times." BG guard
Keith McLeod said. "It was just another

"We set up this play to give Anthony the
shot he loves most." Dakich said. "That fading,

SPORTS WRITFR

The crowd, which was full of intensity, saw

JAR in Akron.

The Falcons called timeout to set up a play
for their final chance at the victory. Coach Dan
Dakich called upon his senior forward.

Last night's emotional win over
Akron can be celebrated by the Falcons for only a short time. Saturday
the Falcons will be in another barnburner as they go head to head
against Marshall in Huntington.

6:14 mark on a Pardon lay-up.

accelerated past the Zips for a
fast break, left-handed lay in

The Thundering Herd are coming
off a big win at Miami and are very
tough at home. Marshall is 11-1 on
the year at the Henderson Center
with its only loss at home coming
earlier in the year to Miami.

giving them a 67-66 lead.

Stacey

The rest of the way the

game looked like a seesaw. A fan could be
heard saying, "This one is going to the final
shot."

One of the biggest concerns for
the Falcons lies in 6-foot 8-inch
sophomore guard Tamar Slay who
leads the Mid-American Conference
in scoring averaging over 20 points
per game. BG coach Dan Dakich
said that Slay has one of the greatest
chances of making the NBA out of
anyone in the MAC.

The teams traded baskets for seven lead
changes. Ball made Akron's final two baskets

And Ihen n happened. Akron knew where
the ball was going. The crowd knew where the
ball was going. Brandon Pardon definitely

including his bankshot setting up Stacey's
heroic fade away.
Akron did all they could to keep that shot

knew where the ball was going.
Without hesitation. Pardon inbounded (he
ball from under the basket, giving the ball to

from happening.
"We knew who the ball was going to."

Stacey on the left wing. He looked left, then

Akron coach Dan Hipsher said. "We talked

spun to the right 10 feet from the goal just

about it. Bui. he made it."

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
BASKETBALL KAMP—Falcon forward Dave Esterkamp pulls down a rebound
against Eastern Michigan.

BG, OSU fight to death in CCHA battle
said. "If we lose this weekend we
put ourselves in a hole. We have to
make sure we take care of business
and play hard and have some fun."
Behind the numbers and the
standings these games are a matchup
of two teams who need to win.. One.
Ohio State, is four points out of a
tournament spot with only four
games remaining and time running
out. The other. Bowling Green so
close to a tournament spot that it is
almost a given...if they can beat the
Buckeyes who, as we know, are des-

DAN NIED

action this weekend, these games
take on a more significant meaning.
SPORTS EDrroR
It is their last go round wiih the
Buckeyes.
Well. Well. Well.
"It is a big rivalry." Ham said.
It all comes down to this. Two
"We've always had a rivalry and we
games against llth place, and deswant to end it on a high note. As
perate. Ohio State. The Bowling
seniors we want to knock them off
Green hockey team needs only one
for BG."
win to secure a spot in Ihe CCHA
Head coach Buddy Powers has
tournament.
not yet decided who will be in goal
With a season ending series
for the weekend. While Tyler Masagainst first place Michigan looming
ters has been steady all season as the
next week, this is Bowling Green's
number one goalie. Shawn Timm
best chance to get a
has come on of
tournament
berth
late and outperunder its belt.
formed
the
And. yes. Ohio
freshman.
State has a pathetic
Timm has a 46-15-3
CCHA
0-1 mark in his
record and a 10-18-4
last five decioverall record that
sions. In his
isn't much better.
last
seven
HowUng
Green(18-lf>-1>
vs.
Ohio
State
(10-18-4)
And. yes their leadgames. Timm
ing scorer is forward
has stopped 94
"7:05 tonight Value City Arena
Jean-Francois
percent of the
7:35
Saturday
BQSTJ
Ice
Arena
Dufour who has 30
shots thai have
points on 12 goals
come his way
Key Stat.Jhc Falcons need one win in their lait
and 18 assists. And
and has earned
four games to clinch a spot in the CCHA*
Eric Meloche is also
a 1.70 goals
tournament. 1^
\i m.
against avera threat with 26
points. And. yes.
age.
Ray Aho has a 2.77
"We could
goals against aver- r
have a few
age in 31 games this '
^^^^^
combinations."
Powers
said.
c
But that doesn't
—-^^^™
"We could go
Masters-Masters,
Timm-Timm,
really matter. None of it does Numpi r iio tor points.
Timm-Masters, or Masters-Timm.
bers are numbers. This is a war. And
"A
lot
of
people
would
look
at
I'm not sure yet."
numbers don't counl in war
this weekend and think it is an easy
Tonight, the Falcons should be
It is one of the biggest rivalries in four points." BG forward Ryan Murcollege hockey, no matter where the phy said. "But we know they are more healthy than they were last
teams sit in the standings. The last coming in here looking to knock us weekend against Notre Dame.
time these two teams met. at Value off and sneak into the playoffs. Austin de Luis, who sat out last SatCity Arena in Columbus, the penalty These are always tough games with urday's game will return, while
Marc Barlow, who missed the last
ridden second period took nearly an Ohio State."
two weekends with a shoulder injury
hour to play.
For seniors Zach Ham. Adam
That's not a sign of playing nice. Edinger. and Craig Desjarlais, who feels well enough to play.
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG New»
The Falcons travel to Value City
Bui nobody is going to play nice this make up the Falcon's top line, and
DE LUIS—Austin de Luis wins a race to the puck against Notre
weekend either.
Mike Jones and B.J. Adams, two of Arena tonight for a 7:05 face-off.
Dame. The Falcons can tie up a CCHA tournament spot this
'This weekend is huge for both BG's top defenseman and Brad The two teams come to the BGSU
Ice Arena tomorrow,for a 7:35 face- weekend with one win against Ohio State.
teams." Falcon cpach Buddy Powers Newman, who probably won't see off
v

■■■

' See MEN, page 10.

Men end
season
at
Marshall

Stacey's heroics
beat clock, Zips
MATT STEINER

next five shots and put BG up again
29-28 with 4:11 left. Guard Trent
Jackson, who was plagued with foul
trouble, was called for a charge and
on the next Akron possession. Zip
guard Andy Hipsher hit a lay-up to
put Akron up going into halftimc 3532.
"I felt good in warm ups."
McLeod said. "I just came out and
shot."
The second half proved lo be the
battle of ties or one point leads. At

Another weapon that BG will
have to handle is 6-10 sophomore
center JR. Vanhoose. Vanhoose was
named to the MAC all-freshman
team and was the first freshman in
school history to lead the team in
both points and rebounds.
The last time these two teams
battled, the Falcons prevailed at
home blowing out the Thundering
Herd and ending their undefeated 80 record.
Marshall, like Akron was last
night, will be fired up as four seniors
will play their last game for the
Thundering Herd. Senior guards
Debon Davis and Brian Faulknier.
and forwards Josh Perkley and Derrick Wright will all be honored
before the game.
The Falcons appear to be turning
some heads in the college basketball
world. In both the ESPN and Sport- •
ing News NCAA Tournament pro- '.
jections. Bowling Green is in. The CNN/SI poll has Bowling Green on J
the bubble and looking bad. The win «
over Akron and a possible win over [
Marshall would definitely raise the
value of BG's bid.
Things could quickly change
depending on what the Falcons do in
the near future. Ask the Akron Zips,'.
they know better than anyone. The
week before, Akron was projected to
get in the tournament, but after lopsided losses to Ball State and Kent. •
the Zips have found themselves '
booted out of an at-large bid. The
loss to BG will definitely be a major ■[
blow to Akron as well.
Whether the Falcons win or lose
to Marshall, they are guaranteed a
first round bye after the win over the
Zips. A win over Marshall could
place Ihe Falcons into a tie with
Kent at 14-4 in the conference as
MAC regular season champs.
The Falcons also hold a chance to
win the number one seed in the
MAC. Even if Kent beats Ohio Saturday, the Falcons will win the seed
with a win over Marshall. The tied
record between the two teams will
turn the attention of the first place
bid to the team wiih the better record
against one another. Since BG and
Kent have beaten each other, the
next tie breaker will be the team
with the best record against the team
with the third best record. The Falcons would have beat both Akron
and Marshall twice while Kent lost
to both teams once giving BG the
bid.

'
,
'.
•
[
•
[
■
'.
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Browns
make 2
signings

W'oincns Baskctb;ill

Falcons face struggling Bulls
G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
SPORTS WRITER

• The
Bowling
Green-Buffalo
women's basketball game Friday in
UB's Alumni Arena will feature a talc
of two teams headed in opposite directions.
Since the Bull's 85-81 come-frombehind victory Jan. 8 at Bowling
Green. Buffalo has struggled at 5-8.
The Bulls arc 17-9 overall and 7-8 in
the conference since starling the season
12-1 and 2-0. Buffalo fell to MACleading Kent. 71-58 Wednesday to lose
its fourth in a row, including three at
home.
Bowling Green, on the other hand,
has won three straight to move to 9-16
and 7-8. The Falcons have also won
five of their last seven contests.
Junior Tiffani Bell leads the Bulls
with 17.2 points per game while freshman Kim Kilpela averages 12.7. Bell
was injured in the last contest but
junior Tara Perrier picked up the slack
scoring 20 points to bring Buffalo back
from 20 down in the last meeting.
The winner will gel a higher seeding
in the MAG tournament. The Falcons

and Bulls are tied with Ball State.
Akron and Eastern Michigan for Fifth
in the overall standings — all with 7-8
conference records. Bowling Green
could go earn as high as a Fifth spot
with a win and losses by the Cardinals
and Eagles. They should still host a
First-round game unless they lose and
Akron defeats Kent at home.

Falcon on the Tube
As part of the MAC television package, the Bowling Green-Buffalo game
will be shown on Fox Sports Net.
Game lime is 8 p.m.

Three to go
Only a 4-of-25 night from beyond
the three-point arc kept Bowling Green
from breaking the MAC record for
made three-pointers in a season. The
count is now at 232 in 25 games for an
NCAA-leading 9.25 made per contest.
Bowling Green needs just three vs.
Buffalo to break the conference record.
The MAC record is 234 held by the
1993-94 Kent team.

THK ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tourney Picture

Five in one
Once in a great while, four-point
plays occur but five-point plays? Well,
Francine Miller had one in Wednesday's win over Akron. With the Falcons down 16-11, Miller drove the
right baseline on UA's Katie Hank,
drew (he foul plus the hoop. After Hank
was whistled for a technical. Miller
made the extra free-throw attempt then
made both the technical shots to tie the
game at 16-all with 12:52 to go in the
half.

Western Michigan and Kent have
locked up byes into the quarterfinals of
the MAC tournament. The Golden
Flashes have clinched the East division
title while the Broncos have clinched
the West with 14-1 records respectively. If the two teams win Friday. Kent
would earn the top seed since it won
the only contest between the two.
Miami and Toledo are dueling for
the Final bye with 8-7 records. Should
both teams win Friday. Toledo would
earn the bye since it won the only contest Jan. 8. The fourth seed will host
Marshall, who finished the regular season 2-14.

MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
ELATED— The Women's basketball team has plenty to
celebrate going into tonight's matchup with Buffalo.

NLRB certifies new union
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NAME- K.C.KIess
MAJOR* Secondary Education

FAVORITE RG SPORT- Hockey
IF I WAS COACH"Play Austin De Luis every shift. He's the man!"
I WEAR THIS TO GAMESGreen Falcon Jersey and orange knee high socks

-FAN OF THE WEEK
Receives BGSU T-shirt from...

s BX

Largest selection of BGSU sportswear.
Visit our display at all home basketball games.

V.

NEW YORK — Richie Phillips
and the Major League Umpires
Association struck out in their final
legal appeal yesterday, clearing the
way for the new union to start negotiations with owners.
The National Labor Relations
Board certified the results of a
November election that kicked out
the MLUA and replaced it with a
new union, to be called the World
Umpires Association.
The new union intends to take a
less confrontational approach than
Phillips, whose failed resignation
strategy last summer cost 22
umpires their jobs.
"We're looking forward to moving ahead with baseball and starting
a new relationship, and trying to get
all umpires to come together." said
AL umpire John Hirschbeck. a
leader of the new union.
About 50 of the 71 major league
umpires have joined the new union,
according to its lawyer. Joel Smith.
The new union will meet Sunday in
Phoenix to elect officers and a nego-

tiating committee.
Hirschbeck and Smith, who is
expected to head negotiations, will
have to deal with the plight of the 22
umps who lost their jobs, a group
that includes many of Phillips"
staunches! supporters and some of
baseball's best-known umps. such as
Richie Garcia and Terry Tata. The
new union wants to get as many as
possible re-hired
"We've attempted to talk with the
22. just as recently as two weeks
ago." Hirschbeck said. "Some were
responsive to talking with us. many
were not."
The labor board's ruling came as
the MLUA's grievance to regain the
jobs of the 22 resumed in Philadelphia before arbitrator Alan Symonette. Under federal labor law. the old
union will remain in charge of the
grievance.
It's unclear when negotiations
will start to replace the labor contract that expired Dec. 31.
Owners want to merge the
umpires from both leagues into one
staff and make other chances as part

American Limousine
The Annual Undergraduate
Art and Design Exhibition
February 29 - March 29.2000
Only at the Fine Arts Center Galleries
Opening Reception: Sunday. February 27. 2-4p.m.

Phone 419-349-5863
Fax 419-385-2824
E-mail amerilimol@aol.com
Family Owned and Operated

Toledo, Detroit
Cleveland

Sedan Service to Area Airports
Hassle Free Travels
Credit Cards accepted

Hi /<■! Theatre

127 N. Main B.G.
353-1361 '
www.greateastern.hollywood.com

Meg Ryan
Diane Iveaton

|p^
I
I

Nightly 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Mon Mat 2:00 4:30

"I think that there's a lot for both
sides to look at." Smith said "What
is important here is that the relationship be discussed thoroughly and
worked through. If that takes time, il
takes time."
Phillips was backed by many NL
umpires, and the insurgents had the
support of most AI. umps. When he
became the MLUA head in 1978.
rookie umps made $17,500 and the
most senior veterans got $40,000
Last season, they made $95,000 to
$282,500

7»

!1■ '

MEDIUM
JTWO ITEM PIZZA"

....._ ■

■ Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold ■
_ Coupon
I Expires
I 3/31/00

Free Delivery*
352-5166 [
203 N Main, B G

iPlZzCi'

I

I

IN TWO SHORT
YEARS WITH US,

1

Hanging Up

of the chminulion of American and
National league presidents and
offices.

YOUR VALUE WILL
REALLY GROW.

Bikini Contest
Doors Open at 11:00 PM
TUESDAY
Ladies Only % Male Review
Only 90 Tickets Available
$7.00 at the door
$5.00 Reserved
For Tickets Call 354-7118 /,
WEDNESDAY

KAMIKAZES

Karaoke
with
Rich Michels

CLEVELAND — Keith McKenzie. a pass-rushing specialist in
Green Bay. will get a chance to
chase the quarterback on every
down after agreeing to terms yesterday with the Cleveland Browns.
The Browns also re-signed defensive back Ray Jackson, who played
mostly on special teams in 1999.
Terms of the deals were not disclosed.
McKenzie. 26, recorded eight
sacks in a reserve role with the Packers last season, but turned down a
contract extension with the team in
hopes of becoming a full-time player elsewhere.
"We are happy to have Keith join
us." Browns coach Chris Palmer
said "He is a quality player with
excellent pass rushing skills who
will improve our defense."
The 6-foot-3. 266-pound McKenzie is the second defensive end
signed by the Browns this winter.
Cleveland has already picked up
Orpheus Roye. Pittsburgh's top
defensive lineman last season. Roye
signed a six-year deal with the
Browns.
The addition of McKenzie could
mean the Browns will move Derrick
Alexander inside to tackle. It could
also mean the team may no longer
be interested in drafting Penn State's
Courtney Brown.
Brown, along with Penn State
linebacker LaVar Arlington and
Florida State wide receiver Peter
Warrick. are the three players the
Browns are considering as possible
choices with the first overall pick in
April's college draft.
Jackson was taken in the 1999
expansion draft after playing three
seasons with Buffalo.

we'Re [iOOKiiv

TOR B

rew

GOOD ITlBTeS.

Awesome Aussie themrd mtaunnt
*»<ks cncrgiied individuals for bit tun
and full lime employment.
The Outback Steakhouse in
Findlay. Ohio

KITCHEN POSITIONS
Apply in person.
Mon Kri 10-6 £ Sat 10-3
930 Interstate Dr.
Across from Holiday Inn Express

fc^ALU.IJ
40 g>»Lfz. Jwr frwr
Management Inc.

Fall Openings
Management Inc.

A two-year enlistment
in the Army is all it takes to
become more valuable to
employers. Because the
two years after training you
spend as a member of an
Army team will give you
discipline, maturity and
the ability to work with
others—the qualities that
will help you build a good
career in a worthwhile
job. You might even be
eligible for an enlistment
bonus of up to 85.000.
Find out how you can
make this solid investment
in your future and maybe
even earn a bonus. Talk to
your local Army Recruiter
today.

Greenbeaver
Apt. 642 S College
3 bdrm townhouse; 2 car garage
Air condition/washer & dryer
Starting at $l020/month
Call 353-5800

352-7541

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

ARMY.
BE ALL
YOU CAN BE.
www goarmy com

)

Management Inc.
Willow House
830 Fourth St
REMODELED/Air Condition
dishwasher / garbage disposal
1 bdrm.
Starts at $400-Call 353-5800

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.

Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN /
CAMPUS
lbdrm. / Utilities included
Starts at $335-Call 353-5800
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National Hockey League
Al A Glance
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
New Jersey
36
Philadelphia
31
Pittsburgh
26
NY Rangers
25
NY Islanders
17
Northeast Division
W
Toronto
31
Ottawa
29
Buffalo
25
Montreal
24
15
Boston
Southeast Division
W
Florida
33
Washington
30
Carolina
25
,
Tampa Bay
13
Atlanta
12
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
Si Louis
39
Detroit
36
Nashville
22
Chicago
20
Northwest Division
W
Edmonton
23
Colorado
2ft
Calgary
25
Vancouver
20
Pacific Division
W
34
Dallas
Phoenix
32
Los Angeles
29
San )ose
25
Anaheim
25

L
17
17
28
28
36
L
22
21
27
28
26 '
L
23
20
27
38
41

RT
4
I
5
3
1

T
7
11
6
9
7
T
7
9
9
7
16

RT
3
2
2
3
4

T
4
10

RT
4
1
0
6
4

9
7
6

I
15
20
33
33

T
6
6
6
7

I
24
25
30
29

T
15
9
6
11

L
22
22
24
30
27

T
5
6
7

Pis
SI
74
63

u

42
I'l72
69
61
58
H
Pts
74
71

Mid-American Conference Glance

Thursday's Sports Transactions

By The Associated Press

By The Associated Press

Conference All Game*

BASEBALL

W

L

American League

IM
765

Kent

13

Bowling Green

13

4

765

Marshall

11

6

.647

19

Akron

II

7

611

17

Ohio

10

7

.5118

17

Miami. Ohio

7

10

412

II

Buffalo

3

14

176

5

CAROLINA PANTHERS—Signed CB Jimmy Hitchcock to a four-year
contract
GREEN BAY PACKERS—Acquired DE David Bowcns from the Denver Broncos for an undisclosed draft pick. Signed DB Damian V Johnson

OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Signed Art Howe, manager, to a one-year
contract extension through the 2001 season.
National League
CINCINNATI REDS—Agreed to terms with C Benito Santiago on a
minor-league contract

West

n

Ball Si

10

7

588

18

39
34

Toledo

10

7

388

16

E. Michigan

8

9

.471

14

N Illinois

7

10

412

13

RT
0
1
5
2

Pts
84
79
55
49

W Michigan

6

II

353

10

Cenl Michigan

2

15

118

5

Thursday's Results

1
5
6

Pts
69
66
61
57

RT
2
1
3
7
1

Pts
75
71
68
65
61

JACKSONVILLE JAGUARS—Named Frank Gansz special teams
coach
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS-Rclcased RB Larrur Smith
HOCKEY
CALGARY FLAMES—Recalled D Darrel Scoville from Saint John of
Die AMI
NASHVILLE PREDATORS-Announced D BUI Houlder will exercise
his contract option for the 2000 2001 season.

Ball Si 91. Cent Michigan 80

SOCCER

Bowling Green 73. Akron 72

CHICAGO FIRE—Signed F Manuel Agogo.

Saturday's Games

KANSAS CITY WIZARDS—Signed F Gary Glasgow

Ball Si at W Michigan

COLLEGE

Bowling Green al Marshall

CORNELL—Named Berhane Andoherhan Women's SOCCCT

coach.

Kent al Ohio
Miami. Ohio al Buffalo

DARTMOUTH—Named Erica Walsh women's soccer coach.
NORTH CAROLINA STATE—Named Curt Cignetti light ends coach
and recruiting coordinator

Toledo at Cenl Michigan
Overtime losses count as a loss and a regulation tic

WOFFORD—Named Gary 1'urinton men's and women's track coach

|

4 Tigers agree to terms for 2000 season
DETROIT — The Detroit Tigers agreed to one-yea I
contracts with infieldcrs Gabe Alvarez. Pedro Santan [
and Rob Sasser and right-hander Victor Santos ot|
Thursday.
All four were expected to make about $200,000 pe I
year — the league minimum.
Alvarez split last season between Detroit and Triple I
A Toledo and combined for 23 home runs and 71 RBI
in 132 games.
Santana played for Double-A Jacksonville last yeai
Sasser also played at Jacksonville, where he appeared n
117 games and batted .283 after being claimed o|
waivers from the Texas Rangers.
Santos went 12-6 in 28 outings at Jacksonville, when |
he led all Tigers minor-league pitchers with 146 strikeouts.

NBA sees slowest trade deadline pass with 1 deal

MENthe 14:21 mark. Pardon drilled a
three to put BG up 42-41. Pardon
again demonstrated his shooting
abilities by hitting another three to
answer three Akron field goals to
give the Brown and Orange the
advantage 49-46 with 12:18 remaining.

Jagr admilted to hospital with thigh contusion
PITTSBURGH — The condition of Piltsburgh Per I
guins slar Jaromir Jagr's bruised left thigh improve j
Thursday but he remained in a hospital, team official I
said.
Team doctors will review the contusion on Jagr"|
thigh again Friday, but there is no timetable for hi
return to the lineup, the team said.
Penguins spokesman Tom McMillan has said ih; I
Jagr's hospital admission is not related to his hamstrin
injury during a loss to Tampa Bay this week.
Jagr. the NHL's leading scorer, returned to PitOburg I
on Tuesday from a road trip.
Team officials wouldn't say where Jagr was ho.spn.il I
ized or why the thigh contusion required his admission I
The thigh contusion occurred during a 1-1 tie again?
Buffalo last week in Pittsburgh, team officials believedI

DETROIT TIGERS—Agreed to terms with INF Gabe Alvarez. INF
Pedro s,.uu.m.i INF Rob Sasser and RHP Victor Santos on one-year contracts.

N. Illinois at E. Michigan

Continued from page 1
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The teams traded shots with
Akron going up as much as four
with five minutes left. Falcon forward Len Matela. who only hit for
five points, put in a lay-up to give
BG a one point lead with 58 seconds
left.
After that. Stacey and Ball had a
shooters duel which ended with the
Falcons on top (see related story).

"The player of the year in this
league is Stacey." Dakich said. "If
there is any debate, then we've got
to figure something out."
The Falcons upped their field
goal percentage from 40.0 in the
first half to 53.1 in the second.
BG ends the regular season
with a trip to Marshall Saturday at 7
p.m.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

On the slowest NBA trading
deadline day in 13 years, only one
minor deal was made between
Orlando and Atlanta. A three-way
trade thai would have sent Los
Angeles Clippers forward Maurice
Taylor to the New York Knicks fell
through.
Thursday's lone trade sent guard
Anlhony Johnson from the Hawks to
the Magic for a conditional second-

24 Hour Towing
Shelfy Retfilake
Lauren Kelly
Stephanie Elsea
Jenna Campbell
Amber Estabrooks
Vtcki Ridenbauqh
Stephanie Kovacevtc
Sayaka Sebguchi

round draft pick.
The deal that was scuttled, for
reasons that were unclear, would
have sent Taylor lo the Knicks, John
Wallace from New York lo Vancouver and Othclla Harrington from the
Grizzlies to the Clippers, several
league sources, speaking on condition of anonymity, told The Associated Press.
Taylor was so upset thai the deal
fell through thai he initially refused
to get off Ihe learn bus when the

-p^W**

Clippers arrived at the Target Centei I
in Minneapolis for their game |
against the Timberwolves.
Taylor, who has said he won't re
sign with the Clippers when he I
becomes a free agent next summer
eventually relented and played in tht
game.
Not since 1987, when Ber I
Poquette was the only player trjdix
(going from Cleveland to Chicago) I
had there been so slow of a deadline
day.

(3jiasskoy>'pe.i ^->ie
www.grasshopperpie.com

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

Saturday, February 26th

CD Release Party;
CD Available at Finders
and Madhatter,
or www.grasshopperpie.com

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

Show Starts at 10 PM

13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH • 353-2526

Senior Portraits
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Digital Printing from Disk

Self-service Copies

UPS Shipping

Color Copies
Transparencies

Resumes

525 Ridge Street • 354-3278 • fax 352-4281

FAXING

Full'service Copies

Business Cards

Accent Color
trapliTioc ©esogira

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday thru Friday
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Worms
just not
funny
I've reviewed bad movies.
I've reviewed CDs (hat have
stunk to high heaven.
But never have I left in the middle of a film (and I've seen John
Leguizamo's 'The Pest"), nor have
I turned a CD off in mid-play.
Which is why, to preserve what
journalistic integrity I may have, I
must confess that I left during the
first intermission of the Arrogant
Worms' performance.
Was it the wailing demon baby
that was behind me? Nope, I'm
- used to that. After all, go to any theater and you're bound to hear a baby
squeal. Was it the 7-year-old kid
kicking my seat and slapping the
seats in the general vicinity? Nahagain it's a restless toddler and that's
a social plague I'm used to. Simply
put, it was the sheer boredom and
frustration generated by these
Canuck yuksters.
As a unit they possess stage presence and they did put a lot into their
performance. It is just rather embarrassing to watch three guys (Mike,
. Trevor and Chris) put so much into
material that is about as fresh as
twelve-day-old cheese. A wacky
song about Internet chatrooms? An
• even wackier ditty about an aquatic
amusement park ends up being sorbet soft satire?
Premise-wise.
. there's ample fodder for guffawshowever a premise can only go so
far. After a moderately amusing
premise is generated, one must write
I-an amusing routine to back up that
" premise. Unfortunately, the Worms
-simply toss together sloppily
arranged songs with limp lyrics. A
. Sample? Take this line from / Am a
Cow. "I am a cow, hear me moo/I
weigh twice as much as you/And I
look good on (he barbecue."
Ummm, yeah, basically a step up
from Raffi.
The key, I think, to truly great
comedy or even moderately enter.taining comedy is a sense of anarchy. Not anarchy in the sense that
the Worms should have been tearing
down the rafters and hocking loogies at the audience, but a general
feeling that some sort of rules of
decorum, humor or society are being
subverted. It's there in the laid-back
wit of Bob Newhart just as much as
it exists in the balls to the wall edginess of The Kids in the Hall or The
State. Comedy is meant to be a
release, a way to laugh at social
foibles and restraints; even in the
"nice" comedy of somebody like
Bill Cosby there is a sense that the
comedian and (he audience are gelting away with something. With the
Arrogant Worms, we simply nod our
heads and concede that we are
watching a group of guys who certainly like to perform. At the
moment they are ready to burst forth
with something really kinetic (which
they almost did during the amusing
The Gaelic Song), it's as if someone
was yanking the reins in, preventing
these guys from really cutting loose.
A perusal of fan sites indicate that
these guys may be more than Moxy
Fruvous Jr. (albeit a heckuva lot less
clever), and could be something
interesting.
Not to make it sound as if I'm
blaming Canada for the misfire of
the Arrogant Worms on the Bowling
Green stage. Open mic night at Easy
Street boasted a performance from
powerful Carfadian singer/song
writer Mark Reeves, a witty sardonic musician that echoes Lyle Lovett.
His songs packed more wit. laugh
out loud moments and trenchant
insight in 2 minutes than the Arrogant Worms conjured in their first
act. It just goes to show that humor
is a matter of degree and those who
are willing to pull out the stops and
not be reined in by rational impulses
will always prove more entertaining.
Erik Pepple is a great guy, and
has nothing against Canadian comedy troupes. He just hates people who
. -. think that they're funny, but aren't.
•'. He can be made worm-feed at epep.-' ple@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

No .small humor at Shorts Festival
ANA PEREIRA
and
JEFF McGINNIS

formed Saturday at 8 p.m.. and Sunopener.
"Romeo" is followed by day at 2 p.m.. features a mixture of
"Reverse Transcription," an unusual comedy and suspense. It opens with
(ale of a group of six playwrights as "Bit-o-Thello," a parody of Shakethey prepare to bury a recently- speare's Othello. As Othello, DerENTERTAINMENT WRITERS
deceased seventh. A top-notch rick Jones gives the audience an
This weekend. BGSU Theatre ensemble of actors fill the cast, with insight into his personal life and his
each creating a convincing character relationship with Desdemona (Kelly
gets short.
to explain the tragedy of
The theatre department continues in the brief time allotted to them. Connelly),
a tradition as it holds its annual The scene ends rather abruptly, this Elizabethan piece.
Next comes "Trifles." an intriguShorts Festival at the Joe E. Brown before the story seems to reach a
Theatre in University Hall. The fes- proper resolution, but 'Transcrip- ing piece in itself. Directed by gradtival itself continues its own tradi- tion" is still an intriguing piece, with uate student Carrie Ponder. "Trifles"
tion of offering a number of unique, outstanding performances from the features an obscure script with no
unusual, interesting and in some cast and creative direction by Mal( indication of an exact lime period.
Robinson.
The actors struggle valiantly, but are
cases bizarre one-act plays.
After ' intermission
comes undermined by the script which is
Featuring tales of love, comedy,
tragedy and surrealism, the 2000 "Drowning," a bizarre and surrealis- muddled in its lime frame and
Festival offers its usual array of tic short directed by Nancy unclear in its message.
The best show of the evening is
uniquely contrasting shows. And Kennedy. Odd and short, the piece
while some are more successful than features good performances from its reserved for after the intermission
others, the presentation still amounts three actors and unique, intriguing with "A Thing of Beauty." Director
to a thoroughly engrossing and direction by Kennedy. But "Drown- Brad Abner is able to keep the audiing" is also very vague, giving little ence's attention throughout the
entertaining experience.
As in past years, the Festival is idea as to what its story is about or show. The one act is about a Nazi
divided into two alternating bills of what it is trying to say. Still, good colonel (Christopher Herr). who
short plays. Bill one, which will be work from its cast and crew make enters a convent in search of a Jewperformed Friday at 8 p.m. and Sat- the short an interesting, if unsettling, ish woman, apparently being hidden
by the nuns. Marie flowey playing
urday at 2 p.m., is the more experi- experience.
Bill one ends with "Date with a Prioress is especially notable for her
mental of the two, featuring more
out-of-the-ordinary productions, Stranger." a winning comedy piece characterization and empithy in this
directed by Melanie Rademaker. It gripping short.
with varying degrees of success.
"My Client Curly" closes the
Bill one opens with "Romeo depicts a hilariously short-lived
Before the Corpse of Juliet," a romance between two diners at a night featuring the backstage of a
humorous look at the legendary Manhattan restaurant, as they meet, radio show put on by students as part
lovers. The short is almost entirely a fall in love (apparently), plan for the of a class assignment. With a grasp
monologue by Romeo (played well future, fight, and so on - all over the of naturalism in the sound effects,
by Chris Norris) as he puzzles over course of one lunch. Featuring terrif- the play also features a great deal of
his course of action at the late Juli- ic work from lead actors Christina farce and stereotypical characterizaet's side. Although disappointingly Callahan and Malt Delano. "Date tions. Funny and inventive. "My
short. Norris' performance and the with a Stranger" ends the festival's Client Curly" is a great way to end
unique take on a famous theatrical first bill on a delightfully high note. an entertaining evening of creative
Bill two. which will be per- performances.
scene make "Romeo" a memorable

1
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Photo Provided
SHORTS— Matt Delano and Christina Callahan star in Date With
a Stranger, which is one of the shorts in the first bill of this years
Shorts festival. Both bills will alternate performance days this
weekend, with the first bill continuing tonight at 8 p.m.

Grasshopper Pie all about good music Grammy Awards prove to
DUSTIN WHITE
be 'Supernatural' night
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Grasshopper Pie will return to its
roots on Saturday.
The band that formed five years
ago in Bowling Green will perform
at Easy Street Cafe on Saturday .
hosting a CD release party for its
first disc, titled Gypsy Sky.
The group has been together
since 1995. when they met as students of BGSU. except for bassist
Warren Kile, from the University of
Toledo. Since that time. Grasshopper Pie has seen both good and bad
times in the world of independent
rock and roll. They developed their
own sound, rejecting preconceived
notions about what type of sound
they should have.*
Since their beginning days.
Grasshopper Pie performed many
gigs in Bowling Green and Toledo.
Now the band performs regularly all
over Ohio and surrounding states.
Grasshopper Pie features Mike
Switzer and Greg Lesinksi on vocals
and guitar. Warren Kile on bass and
John Horvath on drums.
"I can't prove this." said Mike
Switzer, "but I'm pretty sure that no
band has performed more gigs in
Bowling Green than Grasshopper
Pie."
The band has performed in nearly every club in BG over the last five
years. Recent success has not caused
them to forget BG by any means.
The group still plays in BG about
once every month.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Photo Provided
GRASSHOPPERS— Grasshopper Pie, Mike Switzer, Warren
Kile, Greg Lesinski and John Horvath, have recently released a
new CD entitled Gypsy Sky. They are hosting a CD release party
at Easy Street Cafe this Saturday night.
Grasshopper Pie describes its do."
style as original rock n' roots music.
The band began recording Gypsy
The band mainly performs their own Sky, featuring 14 original songs, in
material, with diverse influences the summer of 1999.
ranging from classic rock to Ameri"We really wanted the album to
can roots music, blues, blucgrass. have a rich texture, so we tried a lot
jazz, folk and more.
of different things with the instruOriginal rock n' roots music mentation." Greg Lesinski said.
describes all of the aforementioned "We're just focusing on making
styles coming together to form a nat- good music and building crowds in
ural blend of American music.
"I don't really believe any one cities around Ohio right now."
Grasshopper Pie's catering to
person can just create a new sound
Cultures do that, not people." their home crowd at Easy Street will
Switzer said. "The good stuff comes feature CD giveaways and a reduced
when musicians find unique combi- rate on Gypsy Sky. Peach Melba
nations That's what we're trying to will open the show

Who Do You Want to Win the Oscar?

Cast vote online
Last week the Oscar nominations were
announced, and with the winners to be named
on March 26 that only gives the Academy little
over a month to pick who should win.
We at NOW entertainment want to know
what you think. So for the next few weeks until
the Academy Awards we will be conducting an
online poll for your^ Oscar picks Point your
browser to http://www.bgnew8.com and vote
for your favorites.
This week the categories are:

Original score:
"American Beauty," Thomas Newman;
"Angela's Ashes," John William
"The Cider House Rules," Rachel Portman
"The Red Violin," John Corigliano
"The Talented Mr. Ripley," Gabriel Yared.

-f-

LOS ANGELES — The comeback of Carlos Santana is triumphantly complete.
The guitar great who had just one
minor Grammy to his credit in a 30year career won eight on Wednesday, tying the record set by Michael
Jackson in 1983 for most trophies in
one night. Santana's awards included (he top honors, record and album
of the year.
Santana brought grace, humility
and spirituality to a show full of glitz
and glamor. The 52-year-old musician known best for his breathtaking
guitar work said he set out to make
"Supernatural" a radio-friendly
record to spread a message of hope.
"If I can do it, people from the
ghettos, the barrio, the shanlytowns
can do it." the Mexican-born Santana said. "1 know, because I came
from there."
The Roots and Erykah Badu took
the Grammy for best Rap Performance by Duo or Group with "You
Got Me."
Eminem won two awards, for
best rap solo performance and best
rap album.
Country's leading ladies, the
Dixie Chicks and Shania Twain,
won two Grammys apiece. Beck
won the Alternative Music Performance category for "Mutations."
Tony Bennett, now 73 and enjoying his own commercial resurgence,
took the Grammy for traditional pop
vocal for his tribute to Duke Ellington.
'This is my ninth Grammy, and

boy. I just feel like going back in the
recording studio and coming up with
another one." he said.
Christina Aguilera staged a mild
upset for best new performer over
fellow teen queen Britney Spears.
Sling scored his own upset for
male pop vocal with "Brand New
Day." beating out younger, Latininfluenced singers Marc Anthony
and Ricky Martin. Sting also won
for pop album.
Santana's wins were clearly no
upsets. He was the favorite of the
audience, which gave him standing
ovations and cheering each time his
name was mentioned as a nominee.
"This validates that together, we
can heal this planet." he said.
"There's so much gossip and sensationalism, it's nice to demonstrate to
people that dignity and class can do
as well."
Much of the credit for the
album's success goes to Santana's
musical guests, including fellow
guitar veteran Eric Clapton and
younger musicians such as Lauryn
Hill. Dave Matthews, Everlast,
Wyclef Jean and Rob Thomas, who
co-wrote and sang on "Smooth."
which won record of the year.
Santana heaped praise on his collaboralurs. thanking Everlast for
"writing that incredible spiritual
Mini!. I'm Your Lights On.'" and
Thomas lor the "wonderful lyrics
and performance" on "Smooth."
With "Supernatural" as his latest
steppingstone. Santana said he
hopes to make good on such goals as
playing in China and Cuba and performing for Nelson Mandela and
Desmond Tutu in South Africa.

Original song:
"Blame Canada" ("South Park: Bigger.
Longer and U tcut"). Trey Parker and Marc
Shaiman
"Music of My Heart" ("Music of the Heart"),
Diane Warren
"Save Me" ('Magnolia"), Aimee Marm
"When She Loved Me" ('Toy Story 2"), Randy
Newman
"You'll Be in My Heart" ("Tarzan"),
Collins.

Visual effects:
"The Matrix"
"Star Wars-Episode I: The Phantom Mena
"Smart Little."
:
:
>

Photo ProTided
GRAMMYS— Santana won a record eight Grammy Awards for
his album Supernatural.
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Chris Cornell
2/18/2000
Newport Music Hall
Columbus, Oh
Chris Cornell is so much more
than a great rock voice of the 90s.
Last
Friday,
the
former
Soundgardcn front man brought his
road show to the Newport Music
Hall in Columbus. Art evening of
love songs, worldly revelations and
some new versions of old favorites
provoked mixed receptions from a
tightly packed audience.
What many pessimistic fans didn't realize on this night was what a
remarkably genius change Cornell's
new style has taken on.
The set was full of material from
his recent release, Euphoria Morning, which caused a stir of discontent from some die-hard Soundgardcn followers. Although a lot of the
mellow, new sound is a far cry from

BEla Fleck & The
Fleckstones
2/17/2000
Wittenberg
University
Heavenly spirits visited Wittenberg University last Thursday night
in the form of four brilliant musicians.
BEla Fleck & the Flccktones, a
jazz quartet most recognized for
their 1997 release. Left of Cool,
intrigued an overwhelmed audience
in a small Springfield auditorium.
The band played a diverse twohour set that included crowd

the influential early 90s Soundgardcn alternative-rock, it is by no
means disappointing.
Other open-minded fans that welcomed Cornell's new material were
ecstatic.
In an act rarely seen by many of
today's pretentious artists, he repeatedly thanked the audience for "letting him" play his new songs. He
also joined the few crowd-surfers
after his encore to show his own
appreciation for the fans.
Cornell was guitar-less for the
1999-Republic Records
entire show, with the exception of
Soundgardcn's "Fell On Black
Eiffel 65 are the biggest music
Days." which he played' solo. This
stars from Italy since...well..I'm sure
was the only solace many Soundgarthat there is someone else but for
dcn fans had
Photo Provided now this trio is Italy's biggest music
Amazingly, he showed a certain
comfort and confidence singing CORNELL— Former Soundgar- export. The hand has already conmaterial only touched in the studio. den member Chris Cornell's quered American airwaves with the
To most artists a change in style live show was a "euphoric" song "Blue (Da Ba Dee)" The album
"Europop" delivers even more FM
would be overwhelming, but not to experience.
friendly songs and party friendly
Cornell.
beats.
■Mike Tuiile
You know that really annoying
favorites, numerous solos and song full-circle to close it out. are robotic voice that Cher applied so
improvisational jams that defied the what make this band unique.
well in "Believe?" Well Eiffel 65 also
normal concert experience.
Bassist Victor Woolen's 15- makes frequent use of this technique.
Since their start in 1991. the minute roller coaster solo, which On some songs like "Blue" it works.
group's studio work has received six included a rendition of the Beatles' However at other times it is too
well-deserved Grammy nomina- "Norwegian Wood." and the classic, much. Case in point is "Your
tions. On stage the studio sound was "Amazing Grace," was the show's Clown." If you lake away the effect it
somewhat present, but a different highlight. Wootcn's feel for the bast could pass for a song that INXS
bond, a different musical connec- is unmatched by any other, which recorded during their heyday. Instead
tion existed between the four.
goes for BEla Fleck's banjo as well. we get this electronic mumbo jumbo
Perhaps their greatest asset is These two might be the most gifted with barely intelligible word-,
their expertise in letting everything musicians of today.
"Another Race" and it's techno
loose while performing._ At times
happy intro just gets annoying after
Toward the show's end Fleck ten seconds
throughout the show, BEla Fleck's
Singer Jclfery Jey is a more than
banjo solos seemed endless, only to embarked on a masterpiece solo
"effortlessly" flow into another's which included a five-minute capable singer. "Too Much of Heav" shows this, but again we have
instrumental outcry. This remark- Peanut's theme rendition in memory
this annoying computer voice tinkerable transition between each solo, of the late Charles Schulz.
along with their ability to bring a
- Mike Tunic ing. He could really deliver some
great lyrics if his true voice was
shown more often. At some points he
CATCH US WITH OUR PANTS DOWN can be made to sound like either a
crazed Muppet or some kind of alien
from outer space. It sounds like DJ
Gabry Ponte and keyboardist/pro-

Eiffel 65: Europop

FLASHING OUR BREIFS

grammer Maurizo Lobina decided to
show off what they could doNow sometimes these guys can get
their act together. 'The Edge" starts
off with a bang. This is what a good
dance/club should be. There is very
little of that robotic voice stuff, and
when they do apply it, the effect
works. We actually get to hear Jey
sing, which is quite nice. The beats
are definitely there and this bad boy
is just begging for radio airplay,
which it deserves.
Of course like any good dance
album the beats arc there. "Dub in
Life" may make no sense at all lyrically, but who cares? You can dance
to it and it gives the bass in your
stereo speakers a good workout.
"Move Your Body." which has
already been released as "Blue's" follow-up single overseas, also delivers
the beats.
Eiffel 65 is labeled as a techno
record. Where I found it. the CD was
sitting alongside the likes of Fatboy
Slim, Moby. Chemical Brothers, and
Prodigy. Does it really belong in this
group? Not really. While certain elements of dance, big beat and techno
are there, it is more of a pop album.
Of course Eiffel 65 will probably
become fixtures on the club music
scene. They might sound like Mr.
Roboto a lot of the time, but it beats
listening to a robotic Cher.
GRADE: B-Lisa Bellinger

V/A: Next Best Thing

Madonna is returning to the bigl
screen with "The Next Best Thing."!
Seeing that she is in the film, she has|
two new songs on the soundtrack.
Along with the Material Girl, there I
are appearances by Moby, Christina |
Aguilera and Beth Orton.
Despite the big names, there is |
some stuff that is just total crap.
"Bongo Bong" by Manu Cruel
sounds like the missing music fromf
Super Mario Brothers. It is extreme-1
ly painful to listen to. The whole I
song is about hanging on a bongo, or I
something. All I know that it is so|
blatantly bad, it's funny.
Metisse fairs no better. "Boom I
Boom Ba" is just a mess, pure and
simple. Solar Twins's "Swayambhu"
will put you to sleep faster than
Muzak in a department store. Trust
me, I listen to Muzak for hours at
work, I'd rather listen to that than
this.
Madonna herself has a major pitfall. She covers the Don McLean
classic "American Pie." This cover is
just plain awful. Maybe it's because I
am used to McLean's version. I have
a great deal of respect for this song
and I still don't understand why we
need a cover of it. From what I have
read McLean loves it. Of course
between this version and Weird Al's
spoof, he is getting a big fat royalty
check. Madonna proves once again
why cover songs are such a bad idea.
Another cover run amok is Olive's
version of lOcc's "I'm Not in Love."
The beginning sounds really good,
but then the tempo goes way up and
the song is ruined.
The CD does have a few redeeming moments. Aguilera delivers a
winner with "Don't Make Me Love
You (Til I'm Ready)." Granted it
sounds like yet another generic pop
record, but after listening to an
awful song about banging on bon- [
gos, it is a breath of fresh air.
Madonna does redeem herself with '
Time Stood Still." This song could ,

2000-Maverick

i See NOW SOUNDS, page 13.
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Enhance the Romance...
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UNLOVE BOUTIQUE

0i Virtual^
GRAND OPENING
New Owners: Jana S. Tim Scheer

VIDEO SALE

Adult Rates Only 2/S29 or $19.95 ea
Adult Novelties, Massage Oils and Gels,
Lingerie, Dancewear, Platform Shoes,
Video Sales and Rentals.

PHI

PARTY LIKE A ROCK STAR
Date Party Pep. 15» 00

Friday February 25th 10 AM-9 PM
Saturday February 26th 10 AM-6 PM

COMPLETE COMPUTER SERVICES
• Custom Guilds
• Computer Periphials

/H Sofia*? £?****?./*?

"MICHAEL
DOUGLAS...
' DELIVERS OXE
OF HIS BEST
PERFORMANCES
IN •WONDER
BOYS-A COMIC
DAZZLKR."

• Hardware & Software Trouble Shooting
• Computer Upgrades and Repair

353-8324

STORE HOURS:

518 E. Wooster

Monday - Friday 10am-9pm
Saturday 10am-6pm

next to Barry's Bagel's

104 S. Main
353-0988
Check us out at: www.vr.net/easystreet

The Original
Brothers and Sisters
of Love
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Peach
Melba
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Grasshoper Pie is a groovy amalgamation of blues, jazz, funk, folk.
bluegrass and classic rock Dedicated to sharing the groove and
fighting crime. Grasshopper Pie will knock your socks off with
fabulous jams and sweet grooves.

19 and over
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A week of chocolate bliss
beginning Monday 2/28
thru Friday 3/3
Great Tasting Fun!
Win Prizes Daily in all
Dining Halls!
Enter Drawing
for Coay Fleece
Jackets!
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.'have easily fit on her "Ray of Light"
* CD. Forget "American Pie," this is
the single that should have been
released.
.' Moby provides one of this CD's
. two highlights with "Why Does My
, Heart Feel So Bad?." This is the way
dance music is supposed to be done.
It's too bad that he has to share space
. on this CD with total garbage.
- ■ The second highlight belongs to
• Beth Orton. Her "Stars All Seem to
Weep" is emotional and beautiful.
■ Like Moby, it's a shame that this
great track is on the same sound' track as "Bongo Bong."
Out of 12 tracks only four are
' worth listening to. Two of them
'' (Moby and Orton) are outstanding
J but four good tracks are not enough
, to save this CD. This is definitely
not worth the $14.99 you might pay
, for it. At least the movie looks good.
GRADE: D
'Lisa Bellinger

2000-Grasshopper Pie
This original rock-n-roots band
performing at Easy Street this Saturday definitely deserves a listeningmaybe even two.
On first listen of Gypsy Sky. 1
was somewhat convinced that the
disc was just a trivial work of a band
trying to sound like the Steve Miller
Band. The second time I listened to
it. though. I really began to enjoy it.
The first song on the disc. "Edisto." is an uptempo little ditty that
sings of "Sweet sunshine, melt this
snow. Winter time in Ohio." The
rest of the songs continue to have the
same basic simple and sweet Structure. The music is reminiscent of
early rock bands, which is one of the
main reasons it is so refreshing to
listen to.
In a music industry where all the
music is beginning to become so
forced. Gypsy Sky seems to travel
along an easy course, with making
good music in its own fashion the
only goal.
The title track is by far the most
outstanding. Lyrics like "There's a
fork in the road ahead/Look where
this road has led/My perception
starts to fade away," gives the listener a chance to contemplate their own
road. Gypsy Sky is a fitting title and
song for the band, since they seem to
have taken the road less traversed on
by today's musicians.
This is not to say that all the
songs on the disc are out of this
world.
"Harley." an ode to the
Harley Davidson, is unbelievably
annoying.
Most of the songs, however, are
quite retrospective and contempla-

The BG V«\ will not knowingly accept
udvenisemenls !lt.n discriminate, ot
encourage discrimination against any
individual or group on Ihe basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability, status as a
veteran, or on the basis of any other legally protected slalus.
The B(i News reserves Ihe right to
decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to be defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading
or false in nature. All advertisements aic
subject to editing and approval

Campus Events

Marvin Gaye: The
Best of Vol. 2
2000-Motown Records

Grasshopper Pie:
Gypsy Sky

NEWS
Classified
Ads
372-6977

tive. "Spin Around" is a look back
in time and a hope for a better day.
"I've had dreams for all of us. I've
had dreams for you." Lyrics like
this really have the ability to touch a
listener, which cannot be said for
many releases.
Despite a few times when
Ciypsy Sky falters. Grasshopper Pie
has released a quality CD that
should prove to be the first of many
more to come. Definitely give their
sound a listen.
GRADE: It •
-Dustin While

How can anyone possibly review
one of the greatest soul icons of all
time, and do him justice?
Thai's just it. they couldn't.
So taking that into mind the
review of Man-in Gaye: The Best of
Volume 2 can only answer two
things: Should you buy it and is it
belter than Volume I?
With half of the album full of
soulful, pleading ballads like "Come
Get This," "My Last Chance." "I
Want You" and "You're a Part of
Me." the album is worthy enough to
stand on its own.
However, that doesn't necessarily mean that it is worth purchasing.
Also, those songs hardly come close
to Volume I's top-notch line up.
which includes "Heard It Through
The Grapevine" and "How Sweet It
Is To Be Loved By You."
That is until you weigh in the
other half of Vol. 2 which is chockfull of Gaye's classics
Classics like "Mercy Mercy Me."
which envelopes the listener into
the period of time in which the country was in the midst of the Vietnam
War. the realization of pollution and
Ihe slruggle for civil rights.
Classics like "Got To dive It
Up," which is a song that no matter
what mood you are in. it makes it
better.
There's also one of the most sorrowful, pleadingly hurtful songs of
all time, "What's Going On."
You can almost hear Gaye's soul
crying in this anthem of inquisitive
sadness, as he tries to sort the madness of that time
But how can Marvin Gaye have a
greatest hits collection without the
most sexual activation song ever, the
mojo crankin. hormone pumpin.
libido theme song "Let's Get It On."
I wish that my parents were cool
enough to conceive me to this song,
but unfortunately I was probably the
product of a six -pack and a Three
Dog Night eight-track. This is a
family mishap that has lead to years
of counseling, and a mistake that
hopefully I will remedy when it is
time for me to procreate.
GRADE: A
-Tony Rec/.nik

Juniors and seniors now have Ihe opportunity lo join the largest national leadership honor society, Omicron Delta Kappa
Applications can be picked up in University Hall, Rm. 219.
Looking for a Summer Job?
Come lo the OH-Campus Student Center
and get ready lor summer!
'Resume writing using Web Walkup
Monday. February 28, 12:30-1 30pm
•How to work BGSU's Summer Job *
Internship Fair
Monday. March 13. 12:30-1 30pm
Free refreshments!
Sponsored by Career Services and the
Off-Campus Student Center
Division of Student Affairs
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
Enter to win 2 tickets to
March 31st concert
Education Building Steps
$1 a piece or 6 for $5
Benefits Dance Marathon

Bursarable
FOO FIGHTERS
Senior Portraits
Schedule online
Carl Wolf Studio will be in Bowling Green
next week for 3 days only. Schedule your
appointment on-line at
www.carlwolfstudio.com
username: bowlinggreen
password: 0037
Or call 372-8634 Portraits taken M-W
from 10am-6pm

City Events
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Due lo tremendous response last month
we were unable to photograph everyone
who called Carl Wolf Studio will be back
on campus next week. Feb. 28 for
3 DAYS ONLY. II you still have not been
photographed please call 372-8634 to
schedule an appointment Portraits will be
taken M-W from 10am-6pm in 28 West
Hall This is the linal time our
photographers will be in Bowling Green
this school year

Travel
»1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, Florida Best Prices
Guaranteed! Free Parties & Cover charges1 Spaces limited, book now! All major
credit cards accepted! 1 -800-234-7007.
www.endlesssummertours.com
••"Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 Nights $279' Includes Meals 4 Free
Parties! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springpreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
'Spring Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen Next to Clubs! 7
parties-Free Drinks! Daytona $149' South
Beach $159! Cocoa Beach $179!
springbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386.

Travel

Personals

MYRTLE BEACH, SC
SPRING BREAK- $75 & UP
www relreatmyrtlebeach com
1-800-645-3618
Spring Break 2000
Panama City Beach, Fla.
Accommodations directly on
the stnp for only $170-100
per night. All rooms sleep 4-5 people
Call and book now1

850-234-3997

Personals
— Delta Sigma PI * * •
Amanda,
Good Luck on Review I.
I know you will do line.
Love Your Big
•"" Delta Sigma Pi —
Lie Angle,
So sure you have made
me very proud. Keep the
great work up! Good
luck on Sun. I
KNOW you'll
show us all what you know
Big Meg
• • • DELTA SIGMA PI' • •
LIL NATASHA
You're doing great so tar!
Good luck w/ Review I
-BIGD
•' • DELTA SIGMA PI • • •
Lil' Renee
Good Luck w/ Review I
I know you'll make your family
proud!
Love your Big
Cher
■ • • DELTA SIGMA PI'"
• •" Delta Sigma PI*"
Little Mike.
Good Luck at Review 1
Study hard and make
your family proud.
Your Big Amanda
— Delta Sigma H***
• ■ • DELTA SIGMA PI • • •
Renee,
Good Luck on Review 1
We know you'll make us proud
Love,
Rich & Carrie
• •" DELTA SIGMA PI • • •
•' Delta Sigma Pi ■ •
IX Ann.
Besl of Luck at Review I!
You're doing so well:)
I'm so proud of you!!
Love.
Your Big :)
•' Delta Sigma Pi ■ •
IX Rachel
Good Luck at Review 1!
You'll do great

-Big Callie
' Delta Sigma Pi'
John, Good Luck with Review I
and keep up the good work!
Big R S
Good Luck to Katie Falco'n
in her performance Saturday
in the Marnage of Figaro!
.Delta Sigma Pi
Ace, You're doing good so tar.
Know Your Purpose Good Luck
Your Big. Candy
Delta Sigma Pi
Al IN: r-reshmen « Sophomores
Internships m Washington, D.C.
for ALL Majors
THE WASHINGTON CENTER
Come to an Information Session
Tuesday, February 29th
2:30pm BA 112
Co-op A Internship Program 372-2451
Delta Sigma Pi
Little Bob,
Excellent job so tar!
Good Luck at Review I
I know you'll do great
Big Howard
Delta Sigma Pi
Rob.
Good Luck at Review I!
Study hard and know the
Purpose. Make us Proud!
-Big Chen

i-HELR
WANTED^!
B.G.S.U. STUDENTS
Are you an early morning riser?
Are you looking to make a little extra money?
Do you have MORNING hours available?
Harshman Commissary Kitchen is looking for B.G.S.U. student workers for various
shifts between the hours of 6am-3pm.
Three Positions are available:
1.
Driving a big truck and delivering product across campus.
(Must have a valid Drivers license)
2. .
3.

►

Assembling trays and sandwiches.
Working as a cook on the team that is creating new recipes for the new
Student Union and the campus community.

Applicants must be Fun, Friendly, Outgoing, Dependable, Creative and Dedicated to BGSU. In addition must
have an interest in cooking, enjoy working with food, and willing to work in a small team work environment.
Prefer students for the cook positions to be a sophomore or freshman so that they may still be on campus to
implement the new recipes when the Union reopens. We welcome Work Study and Co-op Students.

If you are interested in earning money while having
fun, call Harshman at 372-2475 to set up an interview.

Delta Sigma Pi
Lil Jen,
Good Luck on Review I1
Love - Big Wendy
Delta Sigma Pi
Brandon.
Good Luck at Review I
you are doing good Keep
up the Good Work Study Hard
Your Secret
DELTA SIGMA PI
James,
Good Luck at Review 1
I know you'll do great1
Study Hard!
Your Big.
Suzanne
DELTA SIGMA PI
Delta Sigma Pi
IX Came,
Good luck at Review I!
You'll do great-remember the Purpose!
Love ya.
Big Julie
Delta Sigma Pi
Lil Knsten.
Good Luck at Review I!
Study Hard and Know the Purpose'
Your Big - Sarah
Delta Sigma Pi
James (J C.)
Good luck at Review I'
Study hard and make us
PROUD!
Love, Your Secrets
Delta Sigma Pi
Lil Christine,
Good luck al Review I!
Know the purpose and make
our family proud!
Love. Your Big,
Anne
DELTA SIGMA PI
SECRET RENEE,
Good Luck with
Review 1
YOUR SECRET BIG
DELTA SIGMA PI
Delta Sigma Pi
Little Brandon,
You are doing great so far.
Good Luck on Review I
Make me proud tug guy
Big Jason
Delta Sigma Pi
Angie: Good Luck at Review I
Love. Your Secret
Delta Sigma Pi
Lit Greg - Good Luck al Review 1!
Know the purpose!!
from the mysterious Megan
DELTA SIGMA PI
HI I Spnng 2000 ell
Good luck at Review One'
Study hard and know Ihe PURPOSE!'
I know you'll make everyone proud.
Love, Miranda
DELTA SIGMA PI
England semester abroad meeting Spring
2001 open to: Education maiors that are
freshmen, sophomore or junior in a 5 yr.
program. Meeting will be Mon . Feb. 28th,
Rm. 421 Edu Bldg © 3:30pm or Tues ,
Feb 29th, Rm 421 Edu Bldg ©3:30pm.
Any 7*contact Brenda Joy 3/2-7295 or
email bljoydbgnet

Personals
Delia Sigma Pi
Little Adam
Good Luck at Review I!
I know you'll do great!
BigCaryn
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE FEB. 29MEN'S WOMEN'S AND CO-REC VOLLEYBALL. MAR 1-MEN'S INNERTUBE
WATER POLO, MAR 15-MEN'S AND
WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER. MAR 16CO-REC BROOMBALL IF HAND-DELIVERING. DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH IF
SENDING ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY
12 NOON.
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FOR VOLLEYBALL, SOCCER AND
BROOMBALL. APPLY IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP AND
COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST DEADLINES VOLLEYBALL-FEB 29. SOCCER-MAR 14: BROOMBALL-MAR. 15
MUST ATTEND MANDATORY CLINIC
LAST CHANCE lo apply lor Ihe
National Sludent Exchange for Next Year]
Want to travel and get BGSU credit?
Attend one of the 145 universities or
colleges in the U.S. at in-state rates.
Only two slots left! Come to NSE Pro
gram. 310 Saddlemire Student
Services or call 2-2454 ASAP!!!!

NAILS
Spring Break Special
Full set $25 -•- with Ann at
Mane Style Salon - 353-6263

Senior Portraits
Schedule online
Cart Wolf Studio will be in Bowling Green
next week tor 3 days only Schedule your
appointment on-line at
www.carlwolfstudio.com
username bowlinggreen

password 0037
Or call 372-8634. Portraits taken M-W
from 10am-6pm
Senior Portraits
Senior Portraits
Due to tremendous response last month
we were unable to photograph everyone
who called Can Wolt Studio will be back
on campus next week, Feb 28 for
3 DAYS ONLY. If you still have not been
photographed please call 372-8634 to
schedule an appointment. Portraits will be
taken M-W from 10am-6pm in 28 West
Hall. This is the final time our
photographers will be in Bowling Green
this school year.
Unlimited Tanning until May 1st.
$45 00 Campus Tanning.
352-7889
We are producing a very different look in
black & white antstic figure studies. You
must be at least 18. All ethnic backgrounds. Member ol Prof. Photographers
of America Prof. Photographers ot Ohio.
419-424-1448 s1udio4her®aol com
Worned about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests Confidential and
CjvjOS 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center
www.thecommentator.com

LOCATION, PRICE & SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With Us!
521 E. MERRY -Two Bedrooms, I Hath. Furnished
School Year- Two Person Rate- S615.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $5.10.00
905 THURSTIN-Two Bedrooms, 1 Balh. Furnished.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $590.00
One Year- Two Person Rate $510.00
517 E. REED -AT Thurstin line Bedroom, 1 Bath. Furnished or Unfurnished,
School Year- Two Person Rate- $175.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- 5105.00
451 THURSTIN -Across from Offenhauer.
Furnished Kfficicncies with Full Bath.
School Year- One Perdson Rate- $150.00
One Year- One Person Rate- 5.120.00
605 SECOND -One Bedroom. Unfurnished.
School Year- One Person Rate- $175.00
One Year- One Person Rate 5110.00
707 SIXTH -Two Bedrooms. I Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year Two Person Rate- 5515.00
Furnished- One Year - Two Person Rate - $440.00
919 SEVENTH -Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished- School Year- Two Person Rale- $515.00
Furnished- One Year- Two Person Rale- 5110.00
505CI.OVGH -Two Bedroom. Furnished. 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year- Two Person Rate- 5610.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- 5540.00
SIS SECOND -Two Bedroom, Furnished, I Bath,
School Year- Two Person Rate- $586.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
825 THIRD -One Bedroom, Furnished, I Bath.
School Year- One Person Rale- $425.00
One Year- One Person Rate- $175.00
701 FOURTH -Two Bedroom. Furnished, 1 Bath plus Vanity in BR. School Year
Two Person Rale- $560.00
One Year- Two Person Rate- $490.00
640 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom, Unfurnished, 1 Balh.
School Year- Two Person Rate- $515.00
One Year- $465.00
941 EIGHTH -Two Bedroom. Furnished. 2 Baths
One School Year- Four Person Rale- $495.00
One Year- Four Person Rate- $425.00

HOUSES FOR RFi>ri«Bp
-f-^P ft fflirtW -Three bedroom house Limit 4 people.
$700.00 per month plus all utilities. Deposit $700.00.
Available August 24,2000.
303 S. SUMMIT -Four bedroom house. Limit 5
$990.00 per month plus all utilities Deposit $990.
Available May 20, 2000.
~*"**
IILBKUIU -Duplex Two 2 bedroom units. Limit 2 people per tmi1
$600.00 per month plus utilities Deposit $600.00.
Available August 24.2000.
,-i~'

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
Rental Office 354-2260
For Your Convenience We Are Located At
319 E. WoOSter Street, across from Taco Bell

T
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Help Wanted

1 Rmt lor sum 00 & yr. 00-01 M/F. Close
to campus & downtown, washer & dryer,
own room, $260/mlh, no utls Call 3533410, Mary or Jasmine.

Aspiring Writers
Inform, Expose
Provoke, Explain
Tell, Ask. Vent. Change
an online college community
email: earnOmaincampus.com
S25 per article!

Accounts Payable Entry Clerk. Temporary lull-time position starting March
20 lasting 8-12 weeks. Previous accounting exp. preferred. $107hr + bonus for completing assignment. Apply
in person or forward resume. Including
hours you are available to work, to
Green Manufacturing, 1032 S. Maple,
Box 408, BQO 43402. EOE.

1-4 summer subleasers needed. Lg.
house. 311 N. Prospect Call Marcia, Nikki or Jessica at 353-3539.
2-3 subleasers lor May-Aug., $180/mth +
utilities, own bedroom, Campbell Hill, spacious, Call Beth 353-6918
Subleaser need ASAP tor Fox Run. For
more details, call at any time. 352-1476.
Subleaser needed
1 bdrm apt. security deposit paid
May 00 or Aug 00-May 01. 354-0458
Subleasers needed 5/15-8/15.
2 bdrm house w/ screened in porch
PETS OKI Call 352-3066
Summer subleasers wanted 2 bedroom,
2 bath, call 352-7443.
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Help Wanted
Barry's Bagels now hiring counter help
3rd shift. Conlacl Suzie al 354-0011.
Camp Wayne for Girls-sister halt ol brother/sister camp in Pennsylvania (3 hrs.
from New York City) If you love children
and want a caring, lun environment we
are looking to hire staff from 6/208/18/00 for: Tennis, basketball, soccer,
volleyball, gymnastics, aerobics, cheerleading, swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
sell-defense, ropes, fine arts (ceramics,
sculpture, drawing, painlmg, silk screening, jewelry), photography, piano, guitar,
drama, video, group leaders. On campus
interviews March 13th Call 800-2793019.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is S5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to S5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Fnday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street, Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.
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Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Panama $139
Florida $149
1M • MeO UMl • I ft P*I*M • MMfci Iu«
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Fraternities ' Sororities "
Ctubs * Student Groups
Student organizations earn
S1.0OO-S2.000 with the easy
campusfundraiser com three hour
fundraising event No sales required
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
call today! Contact campustundraiser.com
(888) 923-3238, or visit
Internet developer w/programming
experience, knowledge of website design,
site maintenance, & data base integration
helpful. E-mail resume to:
webmaster@findlayoh.com
Marathon Special Products
Local manufactunng company seeking individuals willing to work 3rd shift We offer
an excellent physical work environment.
Part-time production positions available.
The positions offer a minimum of 12 and
maximum of 20 flexible hours per week.
Could work into a full time position lor
summer Wages starting at $7 22 per
hour plus shift premium. Applicant must
be a non-tobacco user. Qualified applicants can apply at Marathon Special
Products. 13300 Van Camp Road, Bowling Green, Ohio between the hours of
8:30am and 3:00pm Monday through Friday. EOE/M/F/H/DVA/V.
New store opening soon. Dollar General
will be accepting applications for management clerks & set-up help. Apply in person at 1125 S. Main St. BG on Wed
March 1. 10am-3pm. EOE.
Now hiring 3rd shift pt. & full time. Benefits 4 commission avail Apply within, BP
Oil, 1670 E. Wooster.
OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP JOBS, INTERNSHIPS THAT BUILD RESUMES!
HORIZON CAMPS seeks fun-loving instructors and directors, with experience
leading OUTDOOR activities, canoeing,
backpacking, caving, rock-climbing, ropes
course, nature study and mountain biking.
Many openings at 4 great, CO-ED children's camps in NY, ME and PA Top
camp salaries, plus room, board, laundry
& travel Apply online at
www.horizoncamps.com or call
(800) 544-5448 for more infc
PUT-IN-BAY
Help wanted for the 2000 season:
event staff-personnel
cocktail people, bar backs, security.
sound tec & stage lighting personnel,
Chef's, short order cooks, Housing
available for all jobs Spend a summer at
the bay.
The Beer Barrel Saloon
419-285BEER
Scioto Country Club in Columbus. Ohio is
now hiring for the following
summer positions
Pool, snack stand, lifeguards.
Please contact Laura Watson for more
information (614) 486-4341.
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For Rent

Wanted

Cancun & Jamaica $439
413QHn«IOnr*i

springbrealciravcl.com -Our 13th Year!

1-800-678-6386

Summer & Full Time Positions
Beautiful Laketront Yachting Club
Seeks Friendly Team Players
Will Train Qualified Candidates as
Servers
Bussers
Host/Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lifeguards
Receptionist/Computer
Line Cooks/Banquet Prep
Sailcamp Counselors
Banquet Coordinator
Snack Bar Supervisor/Attendants
Sail Camp Counselors
Incentive Programs/Flexible Hrs
Excellent Pay
Interview now tor best positions
Wednesday thru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Dr.
Rocky River. OH 44116

(440)333-1155

if CO

Ask for Kathy/Marc

Summer Counselors
Great staff-Great facilities-Great Experience, N.Y.S. Co-ed resident camp 2
hours NYC, Athletics. Baseball, Basketball. Tennis, Roller Hockey, Swimming,
Waterskiing, Boat River, Woodworking.
Photography, Ceramics. Ropes/Wall,
Kennybrook-633 Saw Mill River Road,
Ardsley, NY 10502 Fax {914) 693-7678,
1-800-58-Camp2, E-mail:
Kennybrook©AOL com.
Summer Work fgr StudgfUJ
Men willing to learn and work on wood
floors including gym floors. Starting when
school is out for the summer until the end
of August Work consists of operating
equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring,
laying out and painting game lines and art
work. And applying gym floor finishes. We
will thoroughly tram you in all phases of
the work. Job pays $8.00 per hour. You
can expect between 40-50 hours per
week Hours can be flexible. Must be
punctual and reliable and willing to accept
responsibility. Please contact Bob Koch
419-385-5814 or fax resume to

419-385-6483.
Talented, take-charge person for infant
unit and day-care center. 2pm-6pm available. Call 878-4190 for more information.
Telephone interviewing. NO SALES. Relaxed atmosphere, flexible scheduling. In
Perrysburg 874-5842.
Too many cuslomers-not enough dancers
No exp. necessary, will train FT/PT
419-476-6640
UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM
SUMMER RESIDENTIAL
COMPONENT
June 24-August 5, 2000
RESIDENTIAL AJQES
Minimum sophomore classification.
Preference given to individuals with
experience in Residence Life. Should not
be enrolled in classes during the second
summer session.
Room, board, and salary.
INSTRUCTORS
Bachelor's degree required in the
selected course of instruction
(Mathematics, English, Science, History,
Foreign Language, or Fine Arts).
Instruction Monday through Friday.
Class time blocks are ninety minutes.
Must have flexible schedule during the
morning or early afternoon hours.
Non-residential. Salary based on
qualifications.
All applicants must submit an unofficial
transenpt with application.
Applications are available in the
College Park Office Building
Room 37
Due March 31, 2000

$995/mo. Call 354-6036
www.wcnet org/-Highland
•"Large, 6 BR, 2 dr house, dose to cam
pus, incl. all utilities, 2 lull baths, furnished, new klch. fir. carpel, parking lot, root '
and will be painled in full by start ol new ]
lease Inleresled call 353-0325.
"Houses. Apis., Rooms 00-01 S.Y." !
Houses; 916 3rd St.. 6 bed-new carpel
307 1/2 E. Reed-3BR, washer/dryer
211 E. Reed, Up or Down-New Carpel
326 Leroy Up or Down
Apartments; 311-316 E. Merry, 2-Bed
As low as $425/month
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs. 316 E Merry #3
1 1/2 blocks from campus, 239 Manville,
1 BR apartment, Aug. lease. Call 3529392
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Beginning ol May ol 2000

352-7454
1,2.3 Bedroom Apis.
From only
$425
Private Enlrance
Palio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apis.
353-7715
11730 Sugar Ridge-3 miles from town,
large, clean, modem. 2 bdrm. Twinplexgrge, dshwr. garbage disposal, Irg yard.
$575/mlh 868-3035
2 bdrm apt Close to campus All ulil.
paid $460 mo Avail May 15. Call 3525475 or 352-8333.
230 & 234 S College houses-2 bdrms.
each, big yards, hardwood floors, 1 blck
from campus. 12 mlh leases, $750 and
$675 mlh each 868-3035
3 bdrm house w/ garage. Avail. May-Aug.
123 E. Merry
$565/mo. ♦ ulil. Call 353-9130
4 bdrm. house. 2 full baths lor summer
sublease. Built in Aug 1999. Includes AC,
dshwshr, private pkg area, w/d hookup.
Close to campus 353-4467.
5-6 bedroom house lor rent on 1 st block
of South College Avail May 2000 3533684.
Across St. Irom campus. 1318 E. Wooster, 3 BR house. May lease, Call 3529392
Apartment for Rent
1 or 2 subleasers, Fox Run Apts.
352-1476 call Jeremy
Apis avail lor summer or fall. Call lor
more info and pricing. 601 3rd. 704 5th,
710 7th. 352-3445 (2 bdrm lurnished
avail, now)
Apis for 2000-2001 school year
1 lo 3 person - 12 mo. leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls alter 8pm
Avail. Aug. 15, 2000. Close to Univ. Yr*s
lease 3 bdrm house, $650 plus ulil Call
686-4651.

For Sale
1986 Pontiac 6000 STE,
V6. Auto, Sunroot, Good condition.
$1850, Call 353-7642.
1992 Pontiac Grand Am 4'four good
condition. S2.200. 353-5365.
3 10' Rockford Fosgate Punches in an
enclosed box. 600 watt California Menace
AMP 4 gage power wire. RCA cables and
speaker wire. All brand new, only one vehicle. 6 months old. $400.00. Call Chad
354-0241
83 Ford Ranger Pickup
CD Player, New Motor
$950. 352-0944
89 Honda Accord. Great cond., loaded,
auto, air. cruise, Pwr everything, 150K
hwy mil, 1 owner, water tread tires,
S4000. 352-2686. Iv. msg.
HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police
impounds! 0 down, 24 mo. at 19.9%. For
listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.

5£ J

Fantastic Rural Setting
Spacious 3 ♦ BR rural setting recently
upgraded city services,
W/D, gas heat. Grad /Prof, pref.

Avail in Aug. Close to univ. Yr's lease. 3
bdrm. house, $850 plus util. Call 6864651
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St. gdhovewcnel.org 354-9740.
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing.
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/free heat.
2 bdrm starts $545 & elec/free heal.
W D 1at.il AC, partung/walk-in closet.
furn./unfurn. renovated, quiet. No pets.
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm--2 BR, $475/mo. avail May 1
316 Ridge(Fronl)-2 BR. $600 "avail. May 23
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5:00pm.
Village Green Apts.
2 bedroom Apis.
Available for August.
Call 354-3533.

DAFFODIL DAYS
Management inc.
KAI.I. OPENINGS

.American Cancer Society

March 20

Cinemark Theatres

:, CINEMA 5 S3.

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

}\ 1234 N Main St. 354-0558,
The Whole Nine Yards (R)
12:05 2:25 4 50 7 10 9 40 J

Ilillsdalc Apts. 1082 Fairview,
1-2 bedroom. 9 1/2- 12 mo.
Leases. Start al $380.
Call 353-581111

'Next Friday (R)
7 00 9 30
The Tlgger Movie (G)
12:30 2:40 4 40

Management Inc.
Kvergreen Apts. 215 E. Poc.

The Beach (R)
12:50 4 30 7 20 10 00

Studios I bdrm, laundry on site,

Snow Day (PG)
12:10 2:50 5 10 7 30 9 50

Siarts al $250
Call 353-5800

^Y2pray?:
i Spring 'Break?

rfjM ft
'IVIore Parlies
„ More Ac'tiort
Best Hotels
.BestPrices (

&u*z*

Sorry No Passo;

Management Inc.
Crccnbcaver Apt. 642 S. College
2-3 bdrm; Allows pels (extra $1
starting al $460
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enlerpriie
I bdrm BRAND NEW
Starts ai $400

STEAK HOUSE

'Admission $5.25 Matinees $3.25
^Thnes Wedm bold are 'tv Saturday & Sunday only ,

i6i SOUTH MAIN ST-BOWIING GREEN

0<I><2)0O
10 am until 2 pm •

Call 353-5800

/(JEfcCA
Management Inc.
Willow House 830 Fourth St.,
I bdrm. Remodeled.
Starts at $400

OMLL

1.800.426.7710
sunsplashtours.com

A

Scream 3 (R)
12:00 2:30 5 00 7 40 10 10

Management Inc.
Slop by out office JI 1045 N. Main Si
for complete listing or Call .153-5800.
M enr I. or|/~ mrcca

T

1628 E. Wooster-Bowling Green » 354-2535
Across from Ibe BGSII Stadium

